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WELCOME to Unread’s birthday issue. One year of Unread?! 12 months of colour, 

creativity, positivity and diversity. You know what? Unread was built on those very 

things and it makes me so proud to know that is still what we still stand for. 

For this very special issue, we have collated some extra bits and bobs for you to 

enjoy, including some lovely messages from Unread’s extended family (p.8) and 

details about you, our dear readers (p.25).

Of course, as usual, we have made sure to find some marvellous humans doing 

majorly cool things to inspire your inner creative! 

Get to know the magical photographers Sofia Malahat (p.27), Sarah Ali (p.39), 

Yasmeen Messrie (p.45) and Nikki Santerre (p.55) and how the empowering group 

Women Who Explore came to life (p.33) Hear all about how Cris Clapp Logan 

brings to life her beautiful illustrations (p.49) and what inspired writer Harry Bell 

(p.73) and Entrepreneur (& author) Jeresha White (p.80) to do what they do! And 

don’t miss out on our Q&A with YouTuber, Amanda Wan (p.84) - she’s on to big 

things! 

I want to thank you ALL for being a part of Unread’s journey so far - we have so 

much planned in the upcoming months and cannot want to share it with you. 

You may have noticed that we will be showcasing for the first time ever at 

@creativedebuts X @_theotherbox  Zine Fair! Head over to their profiles if you’d 

like to hear more and get tickets.

Lubna
Founder, Unread

(Featured on p65)

https://instagram.com/kaaghazkephool
https://www.instagram.com/aaliisarah
https://instagram.com/yasmeenmessrie
https://instagram.com/nikkisanterre
https://instagram.com/womenwhoexplore
https://instagram.com/crisclapplogan
https://instagram.com/bonewrites
https://www.instagram.com/sherrijlovely
https://instagram.com/itsamandawan
https://instagram.com/creativedebuts
https://instagram.com/_theotherbox
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“Unread magazine is a great read! If you have an interest in anything 
creative you’re guaranteed to discover something of interest. They 
have striking visuals and well-written content. The lovely team at 
Unread interviewed me about my business Saint Wools and I was 

impressed with the professionalism and quality. What a lovely 
independent publication!”

“Social media promises accessibility 
but often ends up obsecuring 

the artists. When we made 
#SouthAsianArtists as an effort to 

give desi artists a platform, Unread 
mag proved to be the proverbial 

light at the end of the tunnel. I will 
forever be greatful to Unread for 
featuring #SouthAsianArtists and 
hope that it continues to be safe 

space for budding artists”

“If I were to choose one 
great thing about Unread, 

it’s that it has it’s arms open 
for new-comers. Unread 
isn’t like the mainstream 

magazines that are always 
out there looking for a 

story that would sell good. 
Instead, it celebrates young 
and unheard voices. I’ve had 

a great time working with 
this magazine.”

Special

Saintwools
C H U N K Y  K N I T  C O M PA N Y

Fatimadraws
D I G I TA L  A R T I S T

aitchzee
D I G I TA L  A R T I S T

https://www.instagram.com/saint_wools
https://www.instagram.com/fatimawdraws
https://www.instagram.com/aitchzee
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“Unread magazine is a really inclusive, creative magazine that covers 
diverse content to appeal to readers all around the world. The magazine 
really inspires you to work towards your best self and your goals. Every 
issue is sure to be aesthetically pleasing, filled with bright colours and 

photos. The people behind Unread magazine are so approachable, friendly, 
and really lovely to work with! It w as an honour to appear in the January 

issue of Unread magazine!”

Happy 1st birthday 
to Unread! It’s so 

very important for 
a magazine like 
Unread to exist. 

Providing exposure 
to anyone with a 
creative passion 

proves that, in the 
age of social media, 

a follower count 
does not dictate 

quality. Unread has 
a keen eye for talent 

and consistently 
provides engaging 
content with every 
issue they publish. 

Unread is the magazine that makes you 
carefree and inspired at the same time. 

Its design is something unique that 
makes every reading truly immersive. If 
you want to open your mind, read this 

Mag isn’t a right, it’s a duty! :)

“Unread magazine is a beautiful online 
issue with amazing visuals. It is a great 

collaborative magazine that feature 
different topics for everyone to read. 

From a traveller to an entrepreneur, they 
cater to all audiences & that’s what we 

love about them.”

Alessia Dickson
A U T H O R

Harry 
Bell

P O E T
Bike Philosophy 

T R AV E L L E R S 

Le Brunch Squad
F O O D  R E V I E W E R S

https://www.instagram.com/alessiadickson
https://www.instagram.com/bonewrites
https://www.instagram.com/bonewrites
https://www.instagram.com/bikesphilosophy
https://www.instagram.com/lebrunchsquad
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Unread is not just a magazine which contains a portfolio of many talented 
creatives, but a community. It’s a place where artistic individuals are 

welcomed and encouraged. The team embraces both the intellectual and 
the visceral. By building a publication based on curiosity and creativity, 

it opens doors for aspiring writers and artists. Unread and its invaluable 
editorial team share myriad ideas which continue to frame sentences and 
images amongst its pages. Giving contributors the home, and readers the 

gift of something to read and feel. Happy Birthday Unread!!

Happy Birthday Unread magazine! Can’t believe you are one year now! You 
were one of the first magazines to believe in my photography, and also to 
be interested in what’s behind. You revealed to the world the 10 snappy 
unknown facts about My Plastic People (issue 3), thanks for that! I have 
enjoyed reading your pages before and after our encounter. Have a nice 

summer you kid and explore outside for us! Keep on entertaining everyone 
with your always curious and thoughtful articles. 

I want to express my sincere congratulations for the first 
anniversary of Unread magazine. I take this opportunity to thank 

all the team that makes this publication unique and special. I want 
to thank you for including my series entitled “Fresh” in January’s 
issue #8. You deserve everything good. Congratulations for these 

12 wonderful issues and may there be many more!

Liam Anthony
W R I T E R

Seigar
P H O TO G R A P H E R

David Rodriguez
P H O TO G R A P H E R

https://www.instagram.com/liamanthonywriter
https://www.instagram.com/jseigar
https://www.instagram.com/davidofficialclub
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We are glad to have been featured 
in your magazine. Thank you for 

publishing Wise Wall Project, Khati 
in the folds of Unread magazine. We 
absolutely loved the article and the 

way you made it accessible to so 
many people through your platform. 

We wish Unread magazine a very 
happy birthday. We wish you tons of 

success, good luck and prosperity. 
Sending good wishes all across the 

way from our shore to yours.
Have a great birthday party.

I am grateful for the passion and 
vision of Unread magazine! As 

an up and coming author, artist, 
or entrepreneur, you can feel 
overlooked and undervalued. 

However, Unread magazine has done 
a phenomenal job of connecting a 
community of creative individuals, 

so that we can feel inspired, 
encouraged, and empowered! 

Happy One Year Anniversary...
Continue the journey,

Unread magazine caught 
my eye with their gorgeous 

aesthetic and their 
feature content! I think 

it’s amazing that they help 
out upcoming artists of all 
genres and forms and get 
their name out there and 
I couldn’t be happier to be 

part of Unread’s history 
in publications. They’re a 

lovely magazine and I hope 
to work with them more in 

the future!

Unread is a great creative 
hub full of articles on travel, 
writing, positivity, inspiration 

and much more. We were 
honoured to be in March’s issue 

for the magazine and have 
been avid readers each month! 
Happy First Birthday Unread!

Project Fuel
C O M M U N I T Y  P R O J E C T

Tiheasha 
C E O  O F  N O V E M B E R  M E D I A 

P U B L I S H I N G  &  C O N S U LT I N G  F I R M 

Krystan-
Grace Sharpe

Young
A R T I S T

Little Writing
Company

S TAT I O N A R Y  C O M PA N Y 

https://www.instagram.com/projectfuel
https://www.instagram.com/novembermedia/
https://www.instagram.com/krystangraceart
https://www.instagram.com/krystangraceart
https://www.instagram.com/krystangraceart
https://www.instagram.com/zerowastecalifornia
https://www.instagram.com/littlewritingcompany
https://www.instagram.com/littlewritingcompany
https://www.instagram.com/zerowastecalifornia
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I was honored to be featured 
in June’s edition of Unread 

magazine. The writers in this 
group are not just unique and 
creative, they are extremely 
caring and passionate about 

their work, and it shows! 
As the owner of Zero Waste 
California, I adore the fact 

that they are a virtual 
magazine, and therefore 
only have the capacity to 
*positively* impact our 
environment. Unread 

continues to highlight topical 
issues and accentuates those 
issues with beautiful images. 
I am so excited to watch this 
magazine continue to grow! 

Unread magazine is an 
extraordinary opportunity for 

those of us with ordinary reach. 
I was just starting my publishing 

company and launching my 
writing, and while I had a 

platform already, the love and 
support I received from the 

Unread audience was INCREDIBLE. 
I’m so grateful to Lubna for 

reaching out to me and letting me 
contribute what best suited my 
voice and passions. I’m grateful 
for the trust Unread magazine 

placed in my light and positivity. 
I hope this beacon for the 

extraordinary continues to shine 
for a long time to come. 

Sending much love and friendly 
hugs your way Unread team!

Madison
Z E R O  WA S T E  C A L I F O R N I A

Amara
W R I T E R

Unread magazine is exemplary in its vision to provide writers and creative 
individuals with an outlet for their craft. In every issue, there are thoughts and 
stories to motivate — whether it be publishing advice, bullet journaling tips or 
photography projects. Unread magazine is a wonderful place for writers and 

creative people to come together and inspire each other.
At Reedsy, we work with both experienced and first-time authors who understand 
the challenge of reaching an audience. Unread magazine should applauded for 

giving new writers the vital opportunity to have their voices heard.

Reedsy

https://www.instagram.com/zerowastecalifornia
https://www.instagram.com/amaraauthoress
https://www.instagram.com/reedsy_hq
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Happy 1 year to Unread magazine! Unread magazine is a writers home! 
Their content and their branding is amazing. They help writers feel 
empowered to continue their passions! Here’s to many more years! 

Janine Hernandez
A U T H O R  A N D  C E O / F O U N D E R  P D I  P U B L I S H I N G

https://www.instagram.com/purposedriveninitiatives
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Happy Birthday Unread
Unread Magazine gives writers an opportUnity to be read. and for this writer, 

that is everything. i have written for Many pUblications—paid, Unpaid and online 
or hard copy, bUt i have never had sUpport as Unread gives.

They support their writers. They market their writer’s work, which in turn, markets their 
magazine. They use social media to boost the separate articles they publish, and they also 
celebrate the writer.

As a writer, it feels great to be celebrated. We, as writers, don’t always have all the 
confidence we need. Sometimes we need a shove. Sometimes we need a boost. Sometimes, 
we just need a hug.

I try to help fellow writers because I had someone do this for me. She supported me, 
guided me and gave me hugs when I needed them. She taught me and made me think. 
She also taught me to share everything you know. She said it is selfish not to pass on the 
knowledge you have inside. Compassion and community—not competition.

So, that is what I try to do with other writers. Or wanna-be writers.

It took me so long to find the confidence to put my thoughts and dreams on paper; I know 
the pain of not writing. When it is in your blood, the need to write becomes one with you. I 
write to breathe. I breathe to write. I want to give others the confidence to pour their heart 
out and not fear the reader. Or lack of reader.

I persuaded a friend of mine, who is a lovely writer, to send something 
to Unread. I told her to do it. I pushed her, guided her. I gave her 
the hugs she needed, and she submitted an article. I was so happy 
with her confidence. I assured her Unread Magazine would like 
her work. I assured her they would email her back.

Unread Magazine did more than that. Her work is published. 
My friend, who encouraged me, would be proud of me for 
sharing the encouragement.

You don’t have to feel alone in your writing journey.Most of 
the time I do feel alone in this writing journey I am on. I write 
alone. It all comes from within me. When I publish an article or 
a blog post, it is me and me alone who markets the work.

I don’t feel alone with Unread. I feel supported, wanted and 
needed. And, celebrated.

Thank you, Unread Magazine.

@ D E D R A D A V I S

Dedra Davis

https://www.instagram.com/dedradavis/
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Special

W H AT  D O E S

M E A N  TO  YO U ?
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It’s about being yourself and letting your unique colours within you gush out painting 

your surroundings. When you’re outside of the box, and so far away from it that it can’t 

be seen; free from all the boundaries and the rules. You are able to run free in a blank 

open field where you can create the scene; anything is possible in this space. It is about 

solving problems in a new way, looking at things with a new perspective. It’s about taking 

hold of fear and doubt and taking the risk to try something different. Creativity is about 

finding inspiration in the little things; things you least expect to find inspiration; things 

that we overlook and take no notice of. Doing a million different ways to get to the same 

destination. Being able to challenge yourself and keep on thinking. It’s about creating 

without critiquing, about taking an idea and manifesting it to reality. Creativity is about 

expressing yourself in your own unique way; authenticity.

Sara

There are many ways in which one can be creative; the stroke of a brush, the ink of a 

pen, the click of a camera. Creativity is the ability to be confident, whilst being yourself; 

pursuing a passion and enjoying every moment of it.

Labeeda
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Creativity is when you allow yourself to let go of the norms and rules you believe your 

work has to fit into. It is when you permit yourself to think outside the box. It is what 

sparked the genius in Leonardo da Vinci years ago and what up to this day still makes 

children’s eye glisten as they get lost in their imaginative world.

Personally as a writer, creativity is that light bulb moment. It’s when the words I have 

long been searching for align in that perfect sentence. It’s that idea that pops in my 

head right in the middle of the night dragging me out of bed since I’m too excited to 

sleep and postpone it to the following day. It’s when characters come to life in the most 

inopportune moments; making me scribble on napkins and random receipts in the fear 

that they become strangers again. 

Creativity is a strange creature. It evades you when you chase it and pounces on you 

when you put your guard down. It is that exquisite moment when you realise that a 

blank page is simply a door to a world of possibilities.

M'Giulia

Creativity to me is expressing myself through writing/photography, 

which can get pretty challenging.

Kanwal
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To me, creativity means diversity, passion and expression. It is happiness, it is all kinds 

of people coming together and making magical things happen. Creativity comes in many 

forms - some think it is painting and painting alone, but I object. Writing is also art, 

photography is art, videography is art, cooking is art, planning a complicated trip to a 

beautiful destination is also a form of creativity. In short, anything that carries emotion 

or tells a story is ART. Anything that involves you thinking in a different way, doing 

something as it’s never been done before - is art.

Lubna

Creativity to me, is listening to your mind, body and heart. All answers lie within, 

even those that you don’t know of. We are always imbibing from the nature, our 

surroundings, our upbringing, from our fellow artists, from the books we read, songs 

we listen to, from movement of the wind, waves, the waxing and waning of the moon. 

Creativity is perception of all these things we imbibe. 

Creativity is listening to your mind, body and heart...and just ‘being’. Being the best 

version of yourself!

Aditi
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Welcome to Creation Sation! Here I will introduce you 

to a new art form, in hopes of inspiring you to start 

creating your own!

This time we are taking a closer look at paper collage. 

An old, and revolutionary, art form that most of you 

could start working on right after reading this article! 

Creation 
Station

B Y  I D U N  O A A K

FRONT COVER: JOEL GAVI
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The word “Collage” stands for a collection or combination of 

something, in the case of paper collage: the collection of different 

pieces of paper clips assembled together to create a new whole. 

In simpler terms, paper collage is an artform that consists of 

cutting out pictures and pieces of paper clips, assembling and 

sticking them together, usually on a surface, to create new art.

The art of collage has been around for centuries, but is said to have been popularised by 

two artists, Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, during their era of cubism, in the early 

1900’s. They coined the term “collage” from the French verb “coller”, meaning “to glue” and 

“to stick”- to describe artwork composed of materials, such as coloured paper, newsprints 

and fabric, that were arranged together. The art form became a big part of the cubist art 

movement, and revolutionised modern art. It was taken up by the dadaists - creators of the 

art movement dadaism or “dada”- in the 1920’s, who experimented with new and different 

materials and approaches to the collage form, expanding it even more. Some famous dada 

collagist’s are Hannah Höch, Suzanne Duchamp, Sophie Taeuber-Arp, Jean Arp, Marcel 

Duchamp and Man Ray.

Later, many artists in the surrealist movement, like 

Eileen Agar, Joseph Cornell and André Breton, adapted 

the technique as well. Collage has transformed and 

expanded into many different areas of art, such as 

digital art and pop art. With artists such as Martha 

Rosler and Wangechi Mutu keeping the art form 

alive today.

As one may understand, collage is a very varied 

artform that could be made in many different ways and 

materials. But this time, Creation Station will dip into the 

world of paper collage.

What is Paper Collage

A brief history of collage
HANNAH HÖCH

MARCEL DUCHAMP
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YOU HAVE  EVERYTHING AT  HOME

(In the continuation of this article “picture(s)” will refer to both physical pictures 

as well as different types of paper -coloured paper, newspaper and more - 

that may be used while making a collage. “Surface” will refer to what you may 

assemble pictures on)

Pictures to piece together are not the only thing needed when creating collages. 

There are many different tools at hand, and the most basic ones you probably 

already have at home; a pair of scissors, some glue, and possibly a surface.

Collage is easy to begin with, because you can start out simple, but there are 

many tools which can help broaden your collage skills. 

Tools to use
Even though scissors can be a great tool for working with collage, it can be hard to use to 

cut out small details and access narrow spaces, while also not allowing for the most precise 

cutting. To accomplish these cuts, and make the overall process easier, people use what is 

called a “craft knife”. “Craft knife” is an umbrella term for a knife with a small and sharp, often 

retractable, blade. On the next few pages I will tell you about some craft knives that are 

often used by paper collagists (for the sake of simplicity I will refer to all of them as “knives”), 

as well as introduce you to some different tools that may help you in your collage creating-

journey.

(It is good to remember that there are many different craft knives out there and they are 

referred to by many different names. Such as “x-acto knife”, “precision knife”, “paper scalpel” 

and much more)
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Craft Knives
Knives used by most collagists consists of two parts: a handle and a blade. Both of these 

come in many different shapes, sizes and materials, and it can be hard to know what to buy.

We will begin with the handle. A simple round silver handle, as pictured above, is the easiest 

to find and often the cheapest option.

I recommend one of these as a first handle, not only because they are cheap and easy to 

find, but they also have the same shape as a pencil, a shape that most of us are comfortable 

with, and know how to hold in our hands and control. This can make it easier to learn how 

to master the knife.

Though, many prefer a handle 

made out of plastic or rubber. 

These handles can help with getting 

a better grip, or fit comfortably in 

the hand. There are also handles 

manufactured to fit the hand, which 

can be especially good when cutting 

for a long time. But some see these 

handles as clumsy, making the 

cutting process harder. 

So which handle is the best? When 

it comes to handles, it is a personal 

preference. Some handles are good 

for one type of cutting -like cutting 

out small details- while others are 

good for other types -like cutting long 

lines. I recommend trying out many 

different handles, to see which fits 

you best and when!
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Swivelling Cutter

Blades

After mastering the basic handle, I recommend trying 

out a swivelling cutter. A swivelling cutter (as pictured 

to the right with the black handle) is a type of knife 

consisting of a handle and a smaller blade that can 

rotate 360 degrees. The rotating blade is made to 

make it easier to create rounded cuts, as it will move 

in a swivelling motion (as of the name). The rotating 

blade can make it a harder knife to master, therefore 

I recommend that you first master an ordinary knife. 

The swivelling cutter is not made for cutting long 

straight lines, and therefore it should be an addition 

in your knife collection.

Not only do you need a handle, but also a blade. But which blade is the best? Choosing the 

right blade is a personal preference. I recommend beginning with a thin blade with a sharp 

pointed tip. It makes it easier to see exactly where you are cutting and they are usually 

much easier to handle than bigger blades.

Just as different handles can be beneficial to work with, so can different blades. Also make 

sure you have a number of new blades at home, as your blade will get dull the more you 

use it. Some blades can be re-sharpened with the help of a blade sharpener.

NOTE: Different handles are made for 

different blades. Usually, a smaller handle 

is made for smaller blades, while a bigger 

handle is made for bigger blades. Though, 

some handles are made to take any sizes. It 

is also important to remember that certain 

manufactures have handles that only fit 

with their own blades.
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Cutting Mat
When using a knife, you will need a self-healing 

cutting mat, this is an underlay made to protect 

your work surface and prevent your blade from 

dulling quickly. While also making it easier to 

control the knife and make a clean cut.

Cutting mats are made out of plastic materials, 

usually 2-3 mm thick, have a gridded pattern and 

sometimes other guiding measurements, and 

come in multiple sizes and colours.

What the best size, colour and guiding 

measurements are depends on your personal 

preference. Think about how big your work space 

is, what colours you are comfortable with looking 

at for a long time, and what guiding measurements 

would benefit you, and which would distract you.

T IPS
• Make sure your cutting mat has a strong contrast from the pictures you 

are cutting. For example, if you only work with black and white pictures, a 

black cutting mat would not be a good choice, as it would make it harder to 

see the difference between mat and picture.

• Make sure that your cutting mat is tidy, clean and free from paper pieces. 

• Find a cutting mat with a gridded pattern and measurement numbers on 

all four sides. 
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Glue

Surface

A glue stick is what many choose to use when 

starting out, many are already familiar with 

it and it is cheap. I started with this glue, but 

noticed some difficulties. It can dampen the 

picture as it absorbs the glue, which makes it 

harder to glue your picture to a surface without 

creating air bubbles or wrinkles. The glue 

also dries fast, making it harder, and reducing 

the time, to move around and flatten out the 

picture on your surface. Glue in unwanted 

places on your collage can be hard to remove, 

especially without creating smudges.

That is why I use Fixo Gum. This glue sits like a layer between the picture and surface, and 

it is not as easily absorbed. The glue dries slower, allowing the picture to be moved around 

and flattened out more easily.

The glue is also easy to remove without creating smudges, by just rubbing your finger on it. 

This allows you to re-glue a picture many times, if necessary. And if you make the mistake 

I once did and put glue on the wrong side of your picture, then you can just rub it off and 

start again!

TIP: Make sure your hands, and work surface, are clean from glue, wash or wipe them in 

between gluing pictures.

Pretty much anything can be used as a surface to glue your pictures on. You actually do not 

need to glue your pictures on a surface if you do not want to, you can glue your pictures 

onto each other as they are. But not having a surface can make it harder for the collage to 

be flat, and framed. 
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Metal Ruler

Paper Clips

In the same way that a plastic or wood ruler can be 

helpful for drawing straight lines, a metal ruler can 

help you make straight cuts. But, why metal? Can’t 

you just use one in plastic or wood? No, at least not 

without ruining your ruler and dulling your blade. The 

blades are so sharp that they will easily cut off pieces 

of your non-metal ruler, destroying it. A metal ruler, on 

the other hand, cannot have chunks cut out by a knife. 

Paper clips are great for keeping track of your pictures, especially while in the creating 

process. When looking for pictures in, for example, magazines, you may find multiple ones 

you like, but not all of them would fit together in one collage. To keep track of the pictures 

that match, use paper clips! 

So, I recommend working with paper as a surface, especially in the beginning. You can use 

ordinary copying paper, though this is very thin, and with glue, especially glue sticks, it can 

become wrinkly and curved. Sketching paper is thicker, but can still be curved by the glue.

You should buy a paper that can stand a bit of wetness, like a heavyweight, mixed media, 

acrylic or aquarelle paper. While working with collages, you will discover what kind of paper 

is best for you and your way of expression. 

I also recommend buying A3 paper at first, as it gives you more space to work with. And 

if you want a smaller collage, you can easily cut the paper with the help of your knife and 

metal ruler.

Collages can also be made on cardboard, wood, painting canvases, glass, anything really! 

Just make sure to acquire a glue that can be applied to the surface you are working on.
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This way, you can plan for multiple 

collages at once. You can sort your 

pictures in other ways as well, for 

example one paper clip for pictures of 

nature, and one for pictures of people.

Using paper clips also ensures less of a 

mess and gives you more structure in 

your workspace, as it will be easier to 

find both pictures and tools.

Finding pictures
When it comes to paper collage, one may wonder where to find pictures to use. Of course, 

you can find a lot online, though it can take a lot of time to find what you are searching for, 

and if you do not have a printer available this is not possible.

Then, what do you do? My number one tip is: buy books! There are an endless number 

of books full of pictures out there, containing anything and everything from space and 

medicine, to art and nature. Books like these can be found in second hand stores for a 

really good price.

You can also use 

magazines, but note 

that all magazines have 

different paper qualities.

There are many other 

places to find pictures, 

the more you explore 

and create, the more 

you will discover. 

TIP: You can find 

many magazines at 

recycling stations.
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360° SKALPELL
talasonline.com

amazon.com

SCALPELS ,  BLADES ,  CUTT ING MATS ,  GLUE  ST ICK
cassart.co.uk

METAL  RULERS
cassart.co.uk

PAPER
cassart.co.uk

PAPER CL IPS
cassart.co.uk

CUTT ING TOOLS
curtisward.com

F IXO  GLUM
curtisward.com

(Note that some websites that are linked may not ship to all countries)

BUY I T  YOURSELF
Down below is a list of links to different websites that 

sell many, or all, of the tools that’s been mentioned

http://www.talasonline.com/Swivel-Knife
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Damazon-devices&field-keywords=360%C2%B0+Skalpell
https://www.cassart.co.uk/craft/adhesives_and_cutting
https://www.cassart.co.uk/_all?searchterm=rulers 
https://www.cassart.co.uk/drawing/paper_3/product_type_paper 
https://www.cassart.co.uk/drawing/accessories_2/boards/rico_designs_binder_clips_25mm.html
https://www.curtisward.com/studio/cutting-tools
https://www.curtisward.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fixo+gum
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TALENTED  ART ISTS 
OF  TODAY

Today there are many talented artists 

working with paper collage, all with 

their own and unique approach and 

way of expression. Here you can find, 

and get inspired by, some of them

HELEN ROBERTSON
helenjrobertson.com

@a_collage_a_day

Buy their art

JOEL  GAVIN
ventralisgolden.eu

@ventralisgolden

TYLER  VARSELL
@tylervarsell

Buy their art

MARIANO PECCINET T I
@marianopeccinetti

Buy their art

RITAMOLAV
@ritamolav

ERIN
@ okay_collage

Buy their art

DAN LEAN
@merciful_stranger

Buy their art

JOEL GAVIN

JOEL GAVIN

http://www.helenjrobertson.com
https://www.instagram.com/a_collage_a_day
https://www.artfinder.com/helen-robertson
http://www.ventralisgolden.eu
https://www.instagram.com/ventralisgolden
https://www.instagram.com/tylervarsell
https://www.instagram.com/tylervarsell
https://society6.com/tylervarsell/s?q=new
https://www.instagram.com/marianopeccinetti
https://www.instagram.com/marianopeccinetti
https://society6.com/trasvorder
https://www.instagram.com/ritamolav
https://www.instagram.com/okay_collage
https://www.etsy.com/shop/okayfornow
https://www.instagram.com/merciful_stranger
https://society6.com/mercifulstranger
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JOEL GAVIN

JOEL GAVIN

HELEN ROBERTSON

HELEN ROBERTSON

HELEN ROBERTSON
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SOFIA MALAHAT
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

@kaaghazkephool

3 facts about myself

I was born in Lahore, Pakistan but shifted to Netherlands at the age of 3. Since 
then, I have been living in a small village of Holland near the German border – 

simply, I am a small-town girl who loves photography!

I became more serious once I started studying engineering at university – we 
had to analyse a lot of buildings and take photos of them. Observing was key 
in projects, it helped me understand the value of photographs and I ended up 

taking pictures of everything I saw. 

Later, with the help of Instagram, I turned my hobby into work with wedding 
photography. Wedding photography happened by an accident, I never thought 
someone would ask me to cover their wedding, but once I was asked I was very 

excited! I got to shoot my first 3-day Pakistani wedding in London.

•  I shot my first ever wedding with a Nikon DX camera, the 24-70mm (which 
I hired) and the 50mm prime lens.
•  I am left handed so learning to handle the camera with my right hand was 
a real struggle
•  Although wedding photography is the only photography form that I earn 
money from, it’s not the only thing that I like to capture. I love doing street 
photography and Architectural Photography. 

B Y  L U B N A

@kaaghazkephool

http://instagram.com/kaaghazkephool
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This is one of my favourites! I remember 

in my early days of Instagram, I used to 

think of specific ideas to take pictures of, 

images that told a story in one way or the 

other. This picture is of a friend of mine 

–I briefed her to dress up as a girl from 

Karachi (which she is) in Holland. I tried to 

take pictures in which both western and 

eastern living is evident. You can see a 

girl on a bike for example wearing a kurta 

and ajrak dupatta (scarf). Cycling is an 

everyday routine in Holland and a huge 

part of the culture. With her dressing, 

I wanted to show that her heart is still 

connected to her motherland and she 

wants to hold on to it. The ajrak scarf (a 

traditional piece) was the main object of 

this story, which is visible in every picture.



I travelled to Lahore in March 2018 after 10 years. I was always fascinated with the city 

and I was determined to visit each corner. Although I was born there, I had never visited 

the walled city of Lahore (old Lahore). This time I got to visit it and fortunately took a few 

pictures. I don’t know if the pictures are perfect, but they will always hold a special place 

in my heart. I hope to go back again just to take more pictures.

Another fave picture of mine is the Mughal-painting-inspired picture that I captured in a 

museum of Amsterdam (see next page). I was searching on the internet for museums in 

Amsterdam and came across this beautiful corner at an old museum. At that moment 

I thought that I had to take a picture there. The beautiful flower wallpaper reminded 

me of Mughal paintings. This time, again, I tried to create a fusion. Using a corner of 

Amsterdam to capture a traditional picture which will remind you of the east. My Persian 

friend didn’t have any idea of what I was planning with the shoot, I just brought two 

dupattas (scarfs) with me, some jewellery pieces (one necklace I myself). Once I dressed 

her up, I knew exactly how I wanted my picture to be.
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It would be strange if I didn’t 

mention any of my wedding 

photography work as my 

favourite. Although I cannot 

choose one of my favourite 

works, Kainat Ali Khan’s 

wedding (@dupattadiaries on 

Instagram) was a very special 

one. I was shooting her portrait 

session in east London and 

it was 30 degrees. The sun 

was so bright that we had 

difficulties finding the right 

spot in the park. We then 

walked through this amazing 

pathway, which gave the most 

interesting effect of light and 

shadow. I love these shots as I 

am very much exploring light/

shadow play these days. 

When you aren’t photographing, what are you doing?

Right now, I am writing my Bachelor thesis for Engineering. As far as hobbies are 

concerned, I love my bike so like to cycle on a daily basis and I like to paint sometimes. 

The summer of 2018 is very busy for me in terms of weddings bookings, I get to see 

4 new cities this time. So, when I am not photographing, I will be busy observing and 

researching those cities.

Aim of photography 

In my opinion pictures have two purposes, one is of course to save a moment as a 

memory and the second is a picture that tells a story. This story could be anything and 

about anyone, be it buildings, humans, plants or animals. When I am doing wedding 

photography, I mainly focus on the emotions and atmosphere of the wedding so that 

the stills have some story to tell. It’s difficult to tell stories through pictures and I hope to 

master this one day. I also hope to take more pictures (for myself) which handle social 

subjects and help change perceptions.

https://www.instagram.com/dupattadiaries
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-  I N T E R V I E W -

Women Who Explore is dedicated to getting women into the outdoors and 
connecting them with like-minded women. 

Women Who Explore is here to create communities, for all women across the 
world. We are here to make you feel empowered to get outside, to feel confident 

in yourself, your body and your mind. We are here creating a community that 
creates experiences, stories, positivity, a sense of belonging and empowerment 

through social events and weekend getaways all over the world.

B Y  L U B N A

Women Who Explore
@womenwhoexplore womenwhoexplore.com

https://www.instagram.com/womenwhoexplore
https://www.instagram.com/womenwhoexplore
https://www.womenwhoexplore.com
https://www.womenwhoexplore.com
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So, who are we? We are first 
and foremost sisters, four 

years apart and best friends.

Here’s how we started. 
We headed to the mountains on Easter Weekend two years ago. We needed some 
“mountain therapy”. We headed out with our running shoes on, our kids backpacks 
filled with only beef jerky and a couple beers and a can of bear spray we had just 
learned to use. We didn’t have poles, hiking boots, proper backpacks, and one of us 
was definitely wearing a non-breathable wool sweater. We huffed and puffed our 
way to the ridge with our bunny ears on (it was Easter weekend after all) and when 
we got to the top we saw a group of women up there. They looked impressive. Hiking 
poles, colourful jackets, proper boots. Jenny bounded over to them to ask about 
the surrounding peaks and what was further up. They looked at her, up and down, 
sneered in a way that made us cringe and said to her, “you can’t go up there, you 
don’t belong out. You don’t even have boots on. Or poles. You two should just turn 
around and head back down”. 

As we made our way down the mountain that day we felt judged, we felt intimidated 
and we felt upset. We knew we weren’t the most experienced, or in the best of 
shape and we knew we didn’t have proper gear (but we also didn’t have thousands 
of dollars to spend on gear) but we still felt like we should have the right to be 
out there. And we thought, if we feel this way, how many other women out there 
also feel this way. It was decided we would start our own company, one that was 
dedicated to getting every woman outside, no matter what age, fitness level, income 
level, etc. And thus, Women Who Explore was born.



Lindsay
If you had told me 5 years ago that I’d be running an all-women community and hosting 
getaways all over the world, I would’ve called you crazy. When we started this business, I 
was a travel writer and found that life on the road could be lonely. 

We started the Instagram account to connect to other women, share our experiences in 
the outdoors and offer a safe space free of judgment. Little did we know just how many 
women felt the same as we did! But here I am. Running Women Who Explore full-time. 
Still traveling the world, but doing it with an amazing new, growing tribe. I’m a mom of 2, 
afraid of scuba diving, and tired most of the time. I’m also strong, badass, here to cheer 
you on and revel in your accomplishments.

Jenny
I am currently living out my 
dream running a company that 
we created for women, with my 
sister Lindsay. Growing up in 
Southern Ontario, we didn’t have 
access to the mountains, but once 
I relocated to Alberta my whole 
world changed. After finding the 
outdoors to be super intimidating, 
Lindsay and I decided we needed 
to create a space for all women 
who wanted to explore. Women 
Who Explore has not only been 
a life-changer for me, but for 
hundreds of thousands of women 
around the world. I’ve met more 
incredible women in the past two 
years than I have throughout my 
life. I am checking off my bucket 
list, inspiring my daughter and 
frankly still terrified of camping 
alone in bear country.
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What inspires Women Who Explore? 
Honestly, the women in our community. Every day we get phone calls and messages and 
letters and photos from the women thanking us for creating this community. We get to 
watch the magic happen as new women meet each other and become lifelong friends. 
Watching someone on their very first hike reach the summit, watching someone catch 
their first wave, run their first marathon – it’s incredibly inspiring.

How can one get involved? 
There are lots of ways to get involved. First up, we have about 80 local Facebook 
groups across North America that offer free or low-cost meet ups that happen 
monthly. We are growing these locations every month so if you cannot find your group 
yet, please be patient. Check out our main Facebook Page where all the local groups 
are connected. Or if you don’t have a FB group yet in your city, join our main group.

https://www.facebook.com/womenwhoexplore
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2068173689860425
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The second way is to join our team as an ambassador. Our ambassadors operate 
the local FB groups and they are trained to run our weekend getaways. We are always 
accepting applications from around the world and you can apply here.

Another way to get involved is to join us on a weekend getaway. These affordable 
weekend getaways either involve a bucket list destination or a chance to try something 
new in the outdoors. From rock climbing at Smith Rock to camping in Yosemite to hiking 
in Glacier National Park to dog sledding in Alberta, there is no shortage of fun to be had. 
Find all the getaways at womenwhoexplore.com.

Another way is to contribute to our blog. If you love to write about travel and/or the 
outdoors, we would love to have you! Send us an email at editor@womenwhoexplore.
com.

Also, we love to have everyone following along on Instagram. We feature women 
everyday that are getting outside! Tag us and use the #womenwhoexplore and we will 
find you!

What do you offer the community? 
We offer affordable and safe ways for women to get outdoors. But further than that we 
offer a space where you can connect with other like-minded women, plan travels with 
them, swap tips and tricks, and more. We offer a space where you don’t need to be an 
expert, you don’t need to be an ultra-runner, you can simply be you.

We noticed you have a blog - what sort of things can readers find on this? 
We do! Our blog is filled with stories and tips from writers around the world. From 
inspirational stories to travel tips and everything in between. 

What are your top goals for 2018?
We made a goal at the beginning of 2018 to run 40 affordable weekend getaways. We 
wanted to reach the women who might not want to travel solo, or who wanted to meet 
new women or the women who can’t afford to take a week away from her family. We 
are proud to say that we will have reached this goal by the end of the year and moving 
forward we will continue to offer these affordable trips for women. 

https://www.womenwhoexplore.com/become-an-ambassador
https://www.womenwhoexplore.com
https://www.instagram.com/womenwhoexplore
https://www.womenwhoexplore.com/hiking-with-grizzly-bears
https://www.womenwhoexplore.com/5-weekend-getaway-ideas-colorado
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What does travel mean to you? 
It means getting out of your comfort zone, trying new things, meeting new people. 
Travel feeds the hunger of the soul. Travel often, as often as you can and when you 
come home, look back on those experiences and savour them. Travel responsibly and 
remember that you are fortunate enough to travel, so treat everyone and everywhere 
with respect. 

Travel feeds the 
hunger of the soul
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What inspires you?
The first inspiration I ever got 
related to photography was 
when I was 13. I got my first ever 
phone that could download apps 
and on it, I discovered Pakistani 
photographers sharing images of 
the architecture, culture and people 
of Pakistan. 

At this time, I had just visited 
Pakistan for the first time since 
moving to England and upon 
coming back, I was really homesick 
(like anyone is when moving from a 
nice warm country to England). So, 
I just started taking photographs 
with the idea that if I forced myself 
to find my surroundings beautiful, 
I’ll come to believe it too.

PHOTOGRAPHER
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

Sarah Ali
Sarah is a freelance photographer from Birmingham. She was born 

in London, raised in Pakistan and later moved back to England, which 
meant that she had a lot of diaspora within her waiting to burst, so 

photography became her outlet.

B Y  L U B N A

@aaliisarah

http://www.instagram.com/aaliisarah
http://www.instagram.com/aaliisarah
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 Porto, Portugal  Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Do you travel to take your shots? 
I don’t really travel with the intent that I need to take photos. I’ve always had a very
travel-focused life, my parents love travelling and exploring and they’ve always
had their camcorders and cameras when we were kids. So, photographing my 
adventures was sort of embedded in me. A lot of people always call out photographers 
for photographing everyone and everything but we’re just out here making memories 
and keeping them for the time we can’t consciously remember them.

Also, I’m the worst because I could literally travel anywhere but I will still say that the
coolest place I have travelled is Pakistan. I just love how the art aspect of culture is
so visually present everywhere. However, the inner streets of Barcelona, the
architecture/transport of Porto and the trees/flowers that always peer out of corners
in Mdina are some of my favourite places in the world.
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Tell us 3 interesting facts about you!
Wow, I doing think I have any interesting facts but here they are 
nonetheless:

1. I skipped two year groups at school, I’ve never been to year 3 and year 7
2. I have no knowledge on cameras, I just have creative ideas that I try and
deliver. I don’t overthink it at all
3. I can’t bite my tongue when it comes to racism

When did you start photography? Why do you do it?
I started photography when I was 13 and I turn 19 this year. It’s safe to say that
thankfully I have gotten better.

My older sister actually got me into photography. She got herself a new camera and
went away snapping really nice photos, the only time I ever got to take photos on her
camera was when she told me to take a photograph of her, but obviously I wanted
more so I got myself my own camera and the rest was history. And although my
sister got me into photography, I stayed doing it because of myself. I lead a really
academic life without photography and I’m glad it’s become my creative escape.
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I think this was one of the main 
photos that really made me love 
low-light photography. I just love 

how a single light source can 
make the subject stand out in 

the setting. Also, one of my main 
recurring themes in photography 
is working with POC, that’s not a 
coincidence, it is on purpose. I’m 
sick and tired of the standard of 
beauty being synonymous with 

light skin, especially in brown/black 
communities, the mind-set will take 

time to reverse but in the meantime, 
I want to show beauty the way I see 

it, the way I want others to see it.

This photograph feels really personal 
to me, I took this on my most recent 
trip to Pakistan. I’ve always been a
very ‘touchy’ person, I hold things a 
lot and like to feel different textures 
(I know that sounds weird but bear
with me). And when I was exploring 
the streets of the city (Rawalpindi) 

I was basically raised in, I found 
myself staring at the walls the 

most, they were so beautiful, with 
random posters or words painted 
on very roughly, it was my kind of 

art; chaotic but purposeful. I couldn’t 
help but describe the feeling as ‘flesh 
memories’, that maybe one day my 

brain might forget the feeling but it’ll 
always linger on my skin.
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I love street photography the most because I think it is the vastest of genres of 
photography, it can incorporate portrait, fashion, documentary and so much 

more. I feel like streets have their own personality, they describe the area 
they’re part of. I’ve always loved the rawness of streets in Pakistan, they’ve 
endured so much of the past, there are probably more stories a street can 

tell us about our heritage than a person will ever be able to, maybe the walls 
really do have ears. But besides that, I love harsh sunlight, it may be a pain for 
most photographers but harsh sunlight always has the best beam and gives 

you the best shadows and that in turn reminds me why I love photography. A 
place can look the same for years on end but it only changes when the natural 

light shines in, the sun just makes everything better.
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When you are not taking pictures, what are you doing?
Studying full time for my Psychology degree.

Why do you take photos?
It’s my creative release and besides photography, I have no artistic bone in my body
- so, I will hold onto it for as long as I can. I’ve also always been really big onsymbolism 
(blame all those English lessons at school) so I like visualising ideas through 
photography. Some of the coolest people I’ve ever met are because of photography 
and I’m so thankful for that.

What is your goal in life?
I don’t really have major goals, I live everyday as they come but I would love to
secure a financially stable future that lets me splurge out on cameras and travel.
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-  I N T E R V I E W  -

MAGAZINE EDITOR
@yasmeenmessrie

B Y  L U B N A

It is always interesting when someone asks me to tell them about myself. Life is so hectic 
we barely stop and think about who we are amongst it all. I am a 27-year-old mother 

and entrepreneur from Toronto but I am originally from Afghanistan with roots in Kabul, 
Panjshir, and Kandahar. I like to identify myself as a business woman and an artist 

though. I love to connect with people, create communities, and i also love weddings and 
anything to do with them. Currently, I facilitate a community of over 140,000 brides in my 
business, @theweddingpic / theweddingpic.com and this is my true calling and passion.

Yasmeen Messrie

https://www.instagram.com/yasmeenmessrie
https://www.instagram.com/yasmeenmessrie
https://www.instagram.com/theweddingpic
http://www.theweddingpic.com
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What inspires you? 
Good people and hardworking people inspire me. Good people 
inspire me because they are hard to find and they spread their 
positive energy around. Let me give you an example. I was at a Tim 
Hortons drive thru (because that’s where every Canadian starts 
their day), and when I drove up to pay, the cashier told me the 
person ahead of me had paid my bill. This was a completely selfless 
act of kindness and because of it, I paid for the bill of the person 
behind me - I would like to think that person then did the same for 
the customer behind them. Do you see? Good people and kindness 
are contagious.

Hard-working people because hard work is admirable. Someone 
who is willing to do anything and make any sacrifice for their 
dreams inspires me to do the same for mine.

When did you start @theweddingpic? And why?
I started the wedding pic back when Instagram did not have 
the Bookmark Photo feature. I used the page to upload images 
of posed couples that I could use to inspire me during my own 
shoots. Little did I know it would grow so quickly. While I was on 
my maternity leave I was up around the clock between feedings, 
changes, and crying so I used that time to search for and share the 
best content I could find and now we are at 142,000 brides and a 
community I am so very proud of. I do this because I love weddings 
and I love connecting with people. With the @theweddingpic I am 
connecting with people through one of the happiest experiences of 
their lives, their wedding planning.

What do you hope to achieve with this brilliant page?
I hope to turn it into a digital magazine that creates beautiful 
content daily and produces regular events for brides and vendors. 
My ultimate goal is to run the page full time one day with a small 
and passionate team of writers and social media marketers. 

Can anyone submit?
Absolutely. Anyone from brides, to vendors, to wedding enthusiasts 
can submit and contribute to our feed. Our page is built off of the 
amazing work and submission of our audience.

https://www.instagram.com/theweddingpic


When you are not taking working on @theweddingpic or photographing weddings, 
what are you doing? 
I try to spend every free moment I have on my son. He is the light of my life and the hard 
work I do to achieve my dreams is so one day he can know he can achieve his with the 
same hard work. I want my son to be a leader and I will do my best to instil that in him.

What is your goal in life?
My goal in life is to do what I love for a living and do it every day. I don’t want to wake up 
one day wishing I had went after my dream job - I want to create it now so I can live it later.

 Tell us 3 interesting facts about you! 
1. I can eat dessert for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
2. My first business venture was my own wedding decor and floral company 
that I started back in 2013.
3. I have moved 5 times in the past 4 years. I can’t stay still and absolutely love 
constant change.

https://www.instagram.com/theweddingpic


Favourite quote/piece of advice?
There are so many words of wisdom that my parents have passed down to me and 
instilled in me. However, my favourite piece of advice has always been and always will 
be to save your money and don’t spend it on stupid things. It sounds like the simplest 
advice and basic common sense but I don’t know many people who are smart with their 
money. I have noticed that people with more money spend with the most caution and 
those with the least, spend the most. I live by this - save your money concept. I don’t 
worry about that expensive handbag or luxury car - it will lose value. Your money will 
continue to become more valuable as you save and use it towards more important 
things like a home.
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ARTIST
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

Cris Clapp Logan
B Y  L U B N A

@crisclapplogan @crisclappcrislogan.com

What inspires you? 

I draw a lot of inspiration from the fashion, art and experiences unique to Washington, 

D.C. I often incorporate murals, landmarks or blogger friends that are local to the city, 

but I also love adding a little flair and fun inspired from the fashionable and strong 

women and men I’ve connected with through Instagram.

How did your love for art come about? 

I am very fortunate to have grown up in a home where my creativity was supported. 

When I was little, I drew every day, and my dad was always looking for opportunities to 

take me to art galleries and museums. 

Location: Although I was 
raised in St. Louis, MO, I’ve 
been in Washington, D.C. 
for 17 years and very much 
consider it my home. 

Other Info: I’m a mom 
to Shiloh (4) and Sammy 
(3), and spent most of my 
professional career working 
in communications and anti-
human trafficking efforts.

https://www.instagram.com/crisclapplogan
https://www.twitter.com/crisclapp
https://www.instagram.com/crisclapplogan
https://www.instagram.com/crisclapplogan
https://www.twitter.com/crisclapp
https://www.twitter.com/crisclapp
http://www.crislogan.com
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What tools do you use to bring the pictures in your brain to life in colour? 

Although I always loved art, as a scholarship kid at a prep school, I took a more typical 

career path for most of my adult years and – for the most part – stopped creating 

regularly. Once I had my kids, I started doodling with their Crayola markers and also 

created a few animal illustrations for their rooms using watercolor, which was my 

favorite childhood medium. Once I started posting my doodles to Instagram, it was 

really the online community I found there that helped educate me about other tools 

and mediums. Now that I’ve spent time on my craft, I dive in with micron pens, then use 

watercolor washes to build color. Once the paint dries, I layer in copic and prismacolor 

brush markers and then finish with India ink, highlighter pens and sometimes another 

layer of micron pens. 

What tools do you use to bring the pictures in your brain to life in colour? 

Although I always loved art, as a scholarship kid at a prep school, I took a more typical 

career path for most of my adult years and – for the most part – stopped creating 

regularly. Once I had my kids, I started doodling with their Crayola markers and also 

created a few animal illustrations for their rooms using watercolor, which was my 

favorite childhood medium. Once I started posting my doodles to Instagram, it was 

really the online community I found there that helped educate me about other tools 

and mediums. Now that I’ve spent time on my craft, I dive in with micron pens, then use 

watercolor washes to build color. Once the paint dries, I layer in copic and prismacolor 



brush markers and then finish with India ink, highlighter pens and sometimes another 

layer of micron pens.

My favorite pieces flow from an emotion rather than a directive.  I was really proud of 

the piece I did on the morning for the March for our Lives. I wasn’t planning on drawing 

anything, but when I woke up and was getting ready to head down to the March, I 

just knew I had to draw this image in my head. It only took me about an hour, but it 

conveyed how I was feeling that morning, which was that we had all had enough of the 

senseless gun violence. 

Another recent favorite is actually a quick doodle I did of a little girl with curly poofs in 

her hair wearing a colorful skirt. It only took me about 30 minutes to create the doodle, 

and then I took it with me on my morning walk with my son and photographed the 

doodle as if it were walking across the street. It was just so fresh, fun and sweet – I loved 

it and my Instagram community did too. 

On the professional end, I had a tight deadline to come up with something for my 

friends at WashingtonLife Magazine. They gave me a few ideas, but then really let me 
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have freedom to draft and deliver the piece, which ended up being a fashionista taking 

a selfie while having coffee with a very dignified, present looking robot at a café table 

positioned on Pennsylvania Ave in Washington, D.C., with the Capitol building in the 

background. Since it was their tech issue, I wanted to convey how addicted we as people 

are to technology while also conveying how much more human robots and AI are 

becoming. The image really turned out well.
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When you’re not creating beautiful art, what are you doing? 

I am a full-time mom, so I’m usually running around with my kids, cooking or cleaning, 

living a really glamorous life haha.

Do you offer any services?

My primary services are illustrated portraitures and cityscapes, live illustrations and 

fashion drawings. 

What is your goal in life?

I want to use my artistic giftings for good - to highlight beauty and bring joy and a sense 

of presence to those around me.
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Your top 3 pieces of 
advice for artists?

1. Draw/practice every day
2. Connect with other creatives

3. Keep your eyes open for inspiration

What’s the best way to get good at illustrating?  

Same as the above! And I would say to take classes, although I haven’t. I know I would be 

1,000,000 better if I had time to take classes, whether through your local art league or 

skill share.
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What inspires you?
I am inspired by people, the 
nuances of relationships, by 
intimacy, and particularly by the 
way a mother interacts with her 
children. I also love music, movies, 
and writing, particularly songs and 
stories portraying endearing love 
or perseverance or the human 
condition. My favorite way to 
spend my time is around a table 
with good food, red wine, and 
deep conversation, and I always 
leave feeling energized and 
inspired to serve and create. 

PHOTOGRAPHER (& MORE)
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

Nikki Santerre
Hi! I’m Nikki Santerre, a Hybrid fine art photographer specializing in 

Marriage and Motherhood and living my best life with my two best boys 
(my husband, Matt, and my son, Mason) in Richmond, Virginia. I’m a 

self-proclaimed heirloom curator, mussels and rose aficionado, infertility 
advocate, writer, and film photography educator. 

B Y  L U B N A

@nikkisanterre thehybridatelier.com | nikkisanterre.com

https://www.instagram.com/nikkisanterre
https://www.instagram.com/nikkisanterre
http://www.thehybridatelier.com
http://www.nikkisanterre.com 
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Leighton and Jen
I love this series of photos of my sister and my niece. I think it embodies a transitional 

season for me in both my life and business, where my focus shifted onto this new season 
of motherhood. These images represent transformation, delicate interactions, eager 

anticipation, and mostly an uninhibited kind of consuming love. My sister was one of the 
first expecting mothers I ever photographed, and it awakened something within me that I 

haven’t been able to shake since! 
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What are hybrid photographers?
Hybrid photographers are a unique group in that they don’t shoot primarily 
one medium, but rather a combination of both digital and film. For me, I 
choose to be a Hybrid because I am unapologetically enamored with the 
romantic, timeless film aesthetic, but digital is so reliable and I believe 
there are scenarios when digital serves my business and my clients best. 

Why photography?
I have always had a proclivity for nostalgia. I’m sentimental to my core, and in hindsight, 
this path has always been before me, I just didn’t choose to pursue it willingly until 
after planning my own wedding. When we returned from our honeymoon, my husband 
looked at me and said, “babe, if you’re going to keep looking at these wedding blogs, 
maybe it’s time to buy a camera since we won’t be getting re-married anytime soon!” 
I bought a camera on a whim, signed up for coaching with a mentor, and the rest, 
as they say, is history! My favorite aspect of my job isn’t what I’m photographing 
necessarily, but who will view those photographs over the years. I always say I think 
about the hands who will hold the photos I create, not only my clients but their children 
and their children’s children. That’s why I love what I do...I’m in the business of legacy 
preservation! 

You’re the co-founder of @thehybridatelier - 
Tell us more!
The Hybrid Atelier was founded by myself and 
my business partner, Shannon Moffit, out of 
a mutual passion for film photography and 
bridging the educational gap between the digital 
and film sides of the industry. We connected over 
social media and started a YouTube channel that 
has since evolved into other resources including 
an online community, e-book library, and in 
person workshops for digital photographers 
aspiring to add film to their workflow. Any 
photographer is welcome to join our Facebook 
group or check out our website, where they can 
find dozens of helpful blog posts and e-books 
about learning how to shoot film! 

https://www.instagram.com/thehybridatelier
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Tell us 3 interesting facts about you
1. We struggled with infertility for several years before being able to 
conceive and carry Mason. Because of this, I created an online community 
called “The Interim” for women who have struggled with infertility or infant 
loss. It has been my honor to connect these women and help them have 
hope for the future of their families. 

2. I have a Masters in Elementary Education and planned to be a teacher 
before I started my business (in fact, my parents and Husband were SO 
confused when I graduated and told them I was going to be a wedding 
photographer instead of pursue my teaching license!).
 
3. My Husband, Matt, and I were engaged in Charleston, South Carolina, 
and return together every year. It’s our favorite place in the world, and we 
hope to retire there one day. It is my business DREAM to photograph a 
wedding there! 

One of my favorite quotes is by Hemingway, and 
it says, “there is nothing to writing, all you do is 
sit down at the typewriter and bleed.” Writing is 
healing and cathartic, the best kind of therapy.  

How do you balance being a mum and wife with all the amazing photography-
related things you are doing?
Perry Vaile, one of my favorite photographers (and women-she’s hilariously witty), 
recently said that mothering while being an entrepreneur isn’t so much a balance as 
much as it is a pendulum, and for me that has been true. When I’m with Mason, I’m 
all in (this is mostly because he’s a toddler boy, so if I take my eyes off of him for even 
just seconds, he could potentially cliff dive, head-first, from atop our couch). I have 
learned that not only asking for help, but accepting it, makes me a better mother 
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because it ensures my sanity. Mason 
goes to pre-school two days a week, and 
that has been a game changer because I 
know have 16 hours a week consistently 
committed to focusing on my work. Without 
good childcare (and my incredible virtual 
assistant), I’m not sure my business would 
have survived my first year of motherhood! 

When you are not taking pictures, what 
are you up to?
The minutes spent behind my camera are 
only becoming more sparing as my son 
becomes increasingly mobile. When I’m not 
photographing my clients, I’m dreaming of 
ways I can serve them better. When I’m not 
working, I’m either on a grand adventure 
with Mason and Matt (be that to our local 
park or across the country), or I’m writing. 
Writing has become my biggest creative 
outlet since pursuing photography full 
time. I write editorial content for several 
publications, print and online, and it’s one 
of those things in life that I would probably 
always pursue, even without monetary gain. 
One of my favorite quotes is by Hemingway, 
and it says, “there is nothing to writing, all 
you do is sit down at the typewriter and 
bleed.” Writing is healing and cathartic, the 
best kind of therapy.

Nikki Santerre | Writer | Motherhood | Fine Art Marriage Photographer
Website | Journal | Instagram | Pinterest | Facebook 

Recently published in: Style Me Pretty, Southern Weddings Magazine, Embrace 
Magazine, Magnolia Rouge, The Carolinas Magazine, Pear Pretty Bride, Wedding 

Sparrow, Once Wed, The Fount Collective, Wedding Chicks, Glamour and 
Grace, Burnett's Boards, Fine Art Marriage, The Black Tie Bride, Fab You Bliss

http://www.nikkisanterre.com
http://www.nikkisanterre.com/blog
https://www.instagram.com/nikkisanterre
https://www.pinterest.com/nikkisanterre
https://www.pinterest.com/nikkisanterre
http://www.stylemepretty.com/virginia-weddings/2015/07/03/romantic-vintage-inspired-keswick-vineyard-wedding
http://southernweddings.com/2014/09/04/pineapple-and-seersucker-wedding-by-nikki-santerre
https://www.embracehersoul.com/
https://www.embracehersoul.com/
https://www.magnoliarouge.com/inspiration/simple-modern-virginia-wedding-in-a-neutral-palette/
http://www.thecarolinasmagazine.com/
http://www.prettypearbride.com/bridal-magazine-spring-issue-2015-v13-cover-reveal-and-pre-sale/
http://weddingsparrow.co.uk/2014/07/23/burgundy-wedding-inspiration/
http://weddingsparrow.co.uk/2014/07/23/burgundy-wedding-inspiration/
http://www.oncewed.com/vendors/nikki-santerre-photography/
http://www.oncewed.com/vendors/nikki-santerre-photography/
http://www.weddingchicks.com/2015/02/23/romantic-rustic-wedding/
http://www.glamourandgraceblog.com/?s=nikki+santerre
http://www.glamourandgraceblog.com/?s=nikki+santerre
http://www.burnettsboards.com/?s=nikki+santerre+photography
http://www.fineartmarriage.com/a-richmond-virginia-anniversary-session/
http://www.theblacktiebride.com/stunning-georgetown-wedding-by-nikki-santerre/
http://fabyoubliss.com/2015/01/08/bohemian-equestrian-styled-shoot/
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UNIQUE ARTS & CRAFTS 
WORKSHOPS & QUIRKY 
THINGS TO DO IN LONDON

MAKE SOAP ON 
A CANAL BOAT 

STREET ART ADVENTURES IN A SECRET GARDEN

Looking for unique and quirky things to do in London this weekend? 

We have the inside scoop on London Arts and Crafts classes 
happening in the strangest and most unexpected venues like: secret 
gardens, trendy member’s clubs, canal boats, museums and more!

B Y  C R E O AT E  | 

For quirky and unique things to 
do in London check out this soap 
making workshop.Travel down to 
Regent’s water way and learn the 
art of natural cold-process soaps 
aboard atmospheric canal boat.

You won’t find this next quirky London experience in your travel books, you 
might not even find it on a map. Discover the underground art world, step into a 
secret East London garden and learn how to create street art and graffiti with a 
international street artist.

@creoate

https://www.creoate.com/product/make-natural-soap-on-a-boat
https://www.creoate.com/product/make-natural-soap-on-a-boat
https://www.creoate.com/product/graffiti-street-art
https://www.instagram.com/creoate
https://www.instagram.com/creoate
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MAKE A ‘GARDEN 
INSIDE A JAR’ INSIDE 
A GREENHOUSE

MAKE ART INSIDE A LONDON ART 
GALLERY OR MUSEUM

ARRANGE FRESH FLORALS IN A 
CENTURY OLD CHURCH

Love plants but don’t have the space or time 
for them? Terrariums are tiny, closed glass 
containers with a whole ecosystem thriving 
inside them. Enter a scenic greenhouse and 
learn how to make these resilient urban 
jungles at this terrarium making workshop. 
Your little creations don’t need watering 
or repotting, making them the great house 
office plants or gifts for even the most 
clueless of gardeners.

For art lovers the best thing to do in London is spend hours wondering around the 
V&A, National Portrait Gallery or the Tate Modern. But did you know you can take an 
art lesson inside these iconic galleries? Take your gallery experience to the next level 
with an immersive full day sketching art class.  Learn sketching techniques as you 
draw inspiration from masterpieces by Rodin, Michelangelo and more.

Fresh flowers can brighten up your room and your day! All green-thumbed nature 
lovers, tucked away inside the courtyard of a 125 year-old church, you’ll learn how 
to arrange British grown flowers into vibrant, wild and natural hand ties bouquets. 
Finally, you’ll quickly sketch a scene of all the beautiful bouquets. You’ll bring home 
a bespoke floral arrangement and a botanical drawing to remind you of your special 
day at this quirky floristry class.

https://www.creoate.com/product/design-your-own-demijohn-terrarium#popup1
http://www.creoate.com/vendor/sketchout
https://www.creoate.com/product/farm-to-table-flower-workshop
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ARTS AND CRAFTS CLASSES IN A CAR PARK

JOIN A LAGER THAN LIFE LONDON BREWERY TOUR

Back up. Back up. Did you just say car park? Peckham Levels, a once empty multi-
storey carpark, is a bustling creative hub and home to many of London’s most exciting 
independent makers, creators, yogis and chefs. On the second story of this colourful 
carpark, you’ll find a unique studio where you can join a huge selection of adult arts 
and crafts classes such as lino printing, t-shirt making, hand built pottery, painting, 
drawing and more! After your relaxing session, make sure you check out the stunning 
rooftop bar for stunning vistas of south London. Looking for fun things to do in London 
just got so much easier!

Craving a beer? You could pop down to your local pub…or you could go straight the 
source and hop onto a East London brewery tasting tour where you’ll sample craft 
beer whilst learning about the beer making process. 

https://www.creoate.com/product/make-your-own-lino-printed-cushion-covers-and-tea-towels2
https://www.creoate.com/product/design-t-shirts-paint-ceramic-tiles-and-byob2
https://www.creoate.com/product/tour-brewery-tasting-different-beers
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LEATHER SHOEMAKING IN A CITY FARM

GET STUCK INTO COLLAGE ART IN A SECRET VENUE

This unique experience is the definition of slow living. Step inside a city farm, 
surrounded by farm animals, and make a pair of leather espadrilles. Take your time as 
you learn the artisan shoemaking process, choose your leathers and threads to make 
your very own bespoke pair of espadrilles. The sense of achievement you get from 
shoemaking is sure to put a spring in your step!

Step inside a creative members-only club and create a quirky piece of art with collage. 
Collage is all about mixing different elements to create something unique! Breathe life 
into vintage photos with florescent tapes, markers and witty captions. This class focusses 
on the fun of creating rather than the final product – you can always call your finished 
piece “abstract”.

https://www.creoate.com/product/shoemaking-workshop
https://www.creoate.com/product/collage-making-in-a-secret-venue
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DISCOVER YOUR CREATIVE SIDE IN A COVENT 
GARDEN CRAFT HAVEN

GET THE UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OF 
WORKING IN A POTTERY STUDIO

CREATE A FIGURINE 
WITH A MADAME 
TUSSAUDS SCULPTOR

London has caught the creative bug! In the heart of central London you’ll find a craft 
studio with walls adorned with giant paper flowers, a rainbow tool wall, oodles of 
brightly coloured pompoms and an infinite supply of tea and biscuits. Choose from the 
widest range of craft classes and courses: crochet, knitting, printing, sewing, gin infusing 
and calligraphy!

Get a taste of a working artist’s life at one London’s best 
pottery classes. This authentic experience lets you go behind 
the scenes of working ceramic studio, learn from a local 
potter and make your own ceramics pieces while making a 
mess you don’t have to clean up!

In this quirky and unique workshop you 
can learn to sculpt from real life as well as 
recreating famous works of art. Pick the brains 
of your tutor and she might just spill some 
industry secrets on how she helped create 
celebrity wax figures for Madame Tussauds.

As seen on Creoate here

Check out Creoate’s interview in our previous issue here

https://www.creoate.com/vendor/tea-&-crafting
https://www.creoate.com/vendor/tea-&-crafting
https://www.creoate.com/best-pottery-classes-london-beginners
https://www.creoate.com/best-pottery-classes-london-beginners
https://www.creoate.com/product/copy-michelangelos-david
https://www.creoate.com/13-arts-crafts-workshops-in-unique-places-unique-quirky-thing-to-do-in-london
https://issuu.com/unreadmag/docs/unreadmag_issue13_final/4
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-  I N T E R V I E W  -

FOUNDER OF UNREAD

@aanbul

B Y  M O M I N A

Lubna Ahmed Haque
Believing in a dream is what we do.

Acting upon our dream is what we desire to do.
Achieving our dream is what we always hope to do.

The above words are what I believe, defines 
a young woman named, Lubna with big 
dreams. A woman who has achieved goals, 
after goals and is yet to make another 
one of her dreams come true. Not only is 
she multi-talented, but she can also juggle 
multiple tasks so effortlessly. And because 
of that, she founded Unread Magazine in 
August 2017. 

When Lubna highlighted that this issue will 
mark Unread’s first anniversary, that was 
the moment I knew I just had to interview 
the founder of this magazine, so it could be 
special and at the same time, you guys (the 
readers), can get to know more about this 
talented woman. So, sit back and get ready 
to get motivated!

aanbul.com

https://www.instagram.com/aanbul
https://www.instagram.com/aanbul
http://www.aanbul.com
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Tell me about what you do and why you do what you do?
Who am I? Well, I’m a Medical Writer, an aspiring author, an amateur 
photographer, a wife and the founder of Unread magazine. Creativity 
and positivity drives everything I do - to be honest, it is what Unread 
was built on and will continue to represent. I wasn’t always 100% sure 
about what I wanted to do in life (I think I’m still sort of figuring it out) 
- I studied human biology and journalism, tried out pharmaceutical 
journalism, then medical writing all of which has given me some 
amazing exposure to a different kind of world, but Unread... well, that 
has brought a unique type of colour to my life. It has become clear as 
day that meeting new people, seeing them do what they love, hearing 
about what inspires them and presenting that to other creatives makes 
my heart happy.

A magazine is a huge undertaking. What made you start something 
in your free time when you could basically just chill?
It was whilst I was working as an editorial assistant for a pharmaceutical 
news magazine did the idea of a creative publication, dedicated to 
promoting mental wellbeing and creative work, pop to mind. I guess 
after seeing the inner workings of a magazine and not having a stable 
creative outlet at the time, pushed me to think out of the box and 
eventually, Unread was born. After that, things literally fell into place - 
the talented team was brought together and in no time our first issue 
was underway. Unread is a huge part of my life and it is so fulfilling, not 
only because I get to speak to all kinds of creatives across the globe, 
but also because of the brilliant team that work tirelessly to bring the 
magazine together.

A full-time nine-to-five job requires a lot of discipline and 
commitment. On top of it, you are managing a magazine with a 
team of writers all around the world, how do you get the time to 
balance your private life, work responsibilities and the magazine?
I love what I do, no matter how busy it gets! Sometimes, it can be hard, 
there is always something to do - whether that’s at home, at work, 
the magazine or other hobbies - but it is genuinely because of the 
support of my husband and family that I am able to do what I do, 
happily! My husband’s faith in me, his positivity, my sister’s willingness 
to help out in every way and my family’s patience makes all the 
difference in the world. It also helps to plan - every night before bed I 
make a list of all the things I need to get done the next day and do my 
best to check the most important stuff off. 



How do you chase the deadlines, writers and the designing team of the 
magazine? 
In terms of the team, we’ve been working together for a year now and everyone 
understands the processes, which really helps to ensure things run smoothly. 
It’s literally organisation and understanding that helps things work out perfectly. Of 
course, there are various bumps in the road, but the team is always ready to help, 
advise and work together to make the best of every situation. To be fair, the Unread 
team is more like a family - we make sure we are honest about our availability, we 
advise each other, we support each other and acknowledge our achievements and 
most importantly, we are all growing together. 

Tell us in three words, what qualities a boss should have which has a global team 
located in different time zones?
Understanding, patience and determination

Moving on to travelling, it seems like you’re a travel enthusiast, what does travel 
mean to you and how has travelling influenced your lifestyle?
Ah, I wish I could travel as much as I’d like to! So far I’ve been to a few cool countries 
including Italy, Spain, Morocco, Croatia, Dubai and a couple of other places in Asia and 
Europe, but I’d love to check out Thailand, Canada and Egypt in the near future. 
Although, my husband and I are really trying to save for a cute house so I think we might 
be holding off on the travelling for a year.  

Saying that, travelling to me is freedom, beautiful and a huge blessing. To be able 
to explore different parts of the world and appreciate the cultures, the people, the 
architecture, the history and nature is just something else. It also feels good to be away 



from the everyday routine once in a while. Although it’s nice to hop on a plane and 
jet off to a gorgeous location, we don’t mind driving down to a quiet and scenic spot 
to relax - you don’t always have to be in another country to be travelling or vacationing.

What’s one important piece of travelling advice would you give to our readers?
Don’t stress yourself planning every aspect of your trip out, sometimes just let it be 
and enjoy what comes your way! I am literally all for leaving your hotel and walking in a 
direction to an unknown location. My husband and I make sure we have our passports, 
phone and money and we’re off… it’s honestly the best feeling and my favourite part of 
any vacation - out of the UK or within it. 

Unread has brought a unique type of 
colour to my life. It has become clear 
as day that meeting new people, seeing 
them do what they love, hearing what 

inspires them and presenting that to other 
creatives makes my heart happy.



THe Tokyo
Diary

B Y  L I A M  A N T H O N Y

-  T R A V E L  - 



The Narita express train was getting closer to our destination, 

Shinjuku. I could see the first winks of Tokyo in the form of 

fluorescent advertising screaming at me through the window. We 

arrived at Shinjuku station, which is a labyrinth of myriad metro lines, 

local train lines, not to mention its countless exits. We felt protected, 

armed with our JR pass, grinning like children at Christmas as we 

flashed it. Finally, were on the streets of Tokyo.

We were lucky, we had organised portable wifi, and so locating the hotel was 
easy. Once we were free of our cumbersome luggage, we went on the hunt 
for dinner. The streets of Shinjuku had a noisy silence about them, as sense of 
order you would expect in Japan, but a surreptitious feeling that the noise of 
the city could grab you at any moment.

The first night, we had dinner late. We walked into this fairly normal looking 
restaurant with the knowledge that we could see tempura dishes. I walked in; 
bewildered that no one was there to take our order. Our waiter was a machine, 
in which you simply selected the number which corresponds to the food you 
want. The money goes in, and out comes a receipt which you leave with the 
chef. Before we sat at the table, we were given cold green tea and an oshibori 
(cold towel), the first of many on this trip. 

Using the JR pass meant that moving around central Tokyo was easy. We were 
able to use the Yamanote line, which stops at many central areas, Shinjuku, 
Shibuya and Harajuku. I was surprised at how the queuing system works in 
Tokyo, with lines painted on the platform where passengers must line up. 
Hundreds of people, commuters, tourists and even families with children, 
and not one person pushed into me. The stops are announced in English 
and a melody is played at every station, an optimistic synthesiser over the 
loudspeakers.  

Once we got off the metro, we headed to family mart, a chain of supermarkets 
where you can grab a coffee (hot or iced) for 100 YEN, which is more or less 
one euro. A detail I found most curious in Japan was the tiny tray they place 
near the till for you to leave your money. 

Many arigatos later, we were at the Shibuya crossing. 



Tokyo is a chameleon of a city; it changes completely at night, the streets which 
were recognisable throughout the day, become strangers at night. Shibuya, 
which feels like the Far East cousin of Piccadilly circus, free of litter and people 
smoking (there are designated smoking areas) Japanese teenagers busking, 
relentless J-Pop videos on huge TV screens, one is always looking up.

Shinjuku has many parts to it, including Kabukicho, where you will see the 
colourful persuasion of the Robot restaurant, which from the outside appears 
to be a kind of amusement arcade is in fact a cabaret/restaurant hybrid, 
where you will be served food by robots. Golden Gai, close to the east exit of 
Shinjuku station is a neighbourhood within a neighbourhood. It is punctuated 
with narrow alleys of bars and small restaurants. It feels more opaque than 
Shibuya, as if you are walking into a scene in a Murakami novel. It is worth to 
have a walk around, the area possesses a creative energy, and alcohol appears 
to be less illicit than in other parts of Tokyo. 
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I liked how in Tokyo, you were able to find 
your own nook in the city. Despite there being 
many tourists, you can escape the feeling of 
being in a group and allow yourself to go off 
the beaten track. The city is safe, clean and 
friendly.

We left Tokyo on the Shinkansen bullet train 
for Kyoto. Tokyo station is the true definition 
of how I and many people perceive Japan, this 
harmonious blend of tradition and modernity. 
It is a building which dates back to the last 
nineteenth century sandwiched amongst the 
skyscraper landscape of Tokyo’s financial 
district. Before we caught the train, we went 
to look for food. Eating, drinking and talking 
on your phone are all forbidden on the metro 
trains, however, on the high speed trains you 
are allowed to eat. It is an exciting experience 
using the bullet trains, again, getting a JR 
pass is essential as it covers the JR bullet 
train lines (but not all of them). We learnt 
that many Japanese travelling by train buy 
a ‘bento’, which is a box of readymade food, 
consisting of rice, vegetables meat or fish. It is 
like having a lunch box with you, they vary in 
design, price and content. We wanted to do as 
the Japanese do, which was to have a bento 
on the train, and not to make too much noise.

Ten days later, we were back on the Narita 
express, heading in a direction far from 
Shinjuku. I felt indifferent; I had some 
connection to Japan because I still had some 
yen notes in my wallet, which were eventually 
spent on novelty flavoured kit kats in the 
airport. My last memory of Japan was seeing 
the flight dispatchers for our plane waving us 
goodbye as the 777 jet taxied away.

About Liam
Liam Anthony is a writer and 

teacher from Manchester, UK, 

who lives in Spain with his partner 

and their two cats. His works 

consists of poetry and non-fiction 

and he is currently working on his 

first collection of poems. Liam’s 

work is heavily inspired by his 

life in Spain, identity, travel and 

personal experiences. 

@liam.ant

“I felt indifferent; 
I had some 

connection to 
Japan because 
I still had some 
yen notes in my 
wallet, which 

were eventually 
spent on novelty 

flavoured kit kats 
in the airport”

https://www.instagram.com/liamanthonywriter
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-  I N T E R V I E W  -

A 22-year-old digital 
marketer and majorly-
talented writer from 
North East England! 

B Y  L U B N A

@bonewrites

Harry Bell
"My friends  

usually refer to me as 
Harry B, which I  like 

'cause it sounds nice”

“My mum raised me single-handedly while working multiple jobs to ensure I had 

a comfortable childhood. It wasn’t till I was older that I realised how hard she had 

to work to make this happen. I suppose I was considered a bit of an underdog 

when I started school, I was put in the lowest groups for Maths and English. I was 

more interested in being outside, learning about nature etc. Flora and fauna: 

infinitely more interesting to me! However, I stuck in at school and clawed my 

way to the top, I wasn’t satisfied till I was up there with all the smart kids.”

WRITER

https://www.instagram.com/bonewrites
https://www.instagram.com/bonewrites


The beginning...
I started writing sometime in late 2015. I was learning guitar at the time but I didn’t feel 
content with solely learning other people’s songs – putting my own words to a few guitar 
chords felt like the ‘next step’ in my practice routine. Unfortunately, I wasn’t blessed 
with a singing voice and putting words to a few chords felt quite restrictive. Everything I 
wanted to say wasn’t built to be said in a simple song. That’s when I separated the two: 
I stuck to learning other people’s songs and wrote poetry when my hands hurt from 
playing.

Inspiration
Girls, girls, girls. Being in love and feeling exhausted from unrequited love is when I’m at 
my best. Everything I want to tell my muse gets put down on paper (or in my notes on 
my phone). I make a point of telling people that anyone can write something beautiful, 
all they need is a single experience that evokes a strong emotional response, the 
poem—or whatever it is—will write itself. 

I also find ambient music to be hugely inspirational. Finding yourself lost in a wave of 
droning synths and a gentle piano melody really helps me tap into my creative side. 
Shout out to Brian Eno, I know it sounds dramatic if I say this but he genuinely changed 
my life.

I consider ‘London’ to be one of the most 
important poems of 412. London is a 

poem that details the entire inspiration 
behind the book. I don’t necessarily 

consider this my finest work, I’d go as far 
to say it comes across as a rough outline 

of something that could be refined 
further. I wrote London at the start of 
2017 and haven’t changed it since, I’m 
far too fearful of losing the emotional 
attachment I have to the poem. It was 

a poem that came out quite naturally, I 
didn’t think long and hard about what 
the next line should be etc. To go back 

and rewrite it would feel criminal.

London



Motivation...
I wouldn’t say I do it because I enjoy it. Of course, I do enjoy writing but it’s not 
something I consider a hobby. To me, writing is a coping mechanism. It’s a way for me 
to organise my thoughts without having to talk to someone about how I’m feeling. It’s a 
release from inner turmoil and a way for me to get my shit together.

Hopes, dreams and first book
I really don’t know. I never set out to become a well-known writer. I didn’t even expect 
to get more than 50 followers. However, now that I’m sitting on a following of 26,000, I 
guess I should have some idea of what I want to achieve. I don’t think I want to be known 
solely as an author, there are a lot of creative projects I’d like to work on that don’t have 
writing as the primary focus. Being in the situation that I’m currently in has exposed 
me to a plethora of creative minds. I’m very lucky to know a handful of talented artists, 
actors, directors, etc. and I’d love to get involved with some collaborative projects that 
they’re working on. 

I mentioned that I don’t want to be solely known as an author, however, I have been 
working on my first poetry collection that I will be self-publishing this year. It’s called 412 
(four one two) and it’s a book split in to two sections. 

The idea behind the title, 412—which makes up the first half of the book—comes from 
the idea that every single person is ‘206’. Why 206? Well, there are 206 bones in the 
human skeleton. Every individual, regardless of what they look like, or who they are, is 
206. We’re all the same, just in very different ways. When two 206’s come together and 
become one, there becomes a 412, and when a 412 dissolves, we are left with a 206 
again. Full circle. 

412 is a story of a shared love between two individuals. It’s based off my own experiences, 
of course, and I’d like to think I’ve put together something quite special. I mentioned that 
412 is split in two, with 412 being the first half of the book. The second half, as you might 
have guessed, is called 206. 206 is far more introspective, I talk a lot about myself, about 

things I don’t necessarily like about myself. I suppose that’s why the book is titled ‘412’, it’s 
far easier to talk about something that doesn’t have myself as the focus. That’s not to say 
206 isn’t linked to 412—the first section—it definitely is. To be honest, I think I talk more 

about 412, from a retrospective point of view, than I talk about myself in 206. 

412



Writing process 
I have to be alone to write. That’s pretty much the only requirement. I can write 
anywhere, as long as I’m alone. If I’m in a public place and I want to write something, 
I’ll put my earphones in and bring up the Notes app on my iPhone. The process itself 
is rather messy. I’m a really messy writer. I start out with a general idea of what I want 
to say; I put a load of nonsense down on a page, which often doesn’t rhyme, and then 
rewrite each line after I have an idea of how I could make something more poetic. 

My poor Notes app looks like a bomb has hit it after I’m finished; the final piece is 
usually tucked away in the middle of the page, which a load of nonsense above and 
below it. That’s pretty much it, I don’t have any crazy rituals I perform before writing. 
It’s chaotic. It’s me. Before I share my work online, I dig through my Polaroids to find an 
appropriate photo to accompany the poem.

A poem from 206. The focus 
of ‘Xiety, an’ is anxiety, with 

the title of the poem being a 
corruption of ‘anxiety’, as you 
might have guessed. Xiety was 

written during quite a dark 
period of my life. I knew that 
I needed to get help because 
I just wasn’t functioning right 
anymore. At the time it was 

like I’d lost my identity, trying 
to write about it made it 

worse so I stopped writing all 
together for a few months. 
It was awful. I suppose the 
corruption of the title was 

me acknowledging that I had 
a problem but refusing to 

confront it head on. I’m quite 
stubborn like that. However, 
I did get help and I’m doing 

pretty good now! 

Xiety, an.



Overcoming fears
As hypocritical as it sounds, I feel like I am quite a private person. When I started 
uploading my work to Instagram I was an anonymous uploader, I didn’t show my face, 
I didn’t even share my name. After receiving a lot of positive feedback on my uploads, I 
decided to reveal my name (wow, I know, how brave!) and, eventually, what I look like. 
The anxiousness associated with uploading something personal faded away rather 
quickly. At the start I was expecting to get a few comments like “oh this isn’t very good, is 
it?” or “lol wtf is this?” 

However, everything has been rather positive and I’m incredibly grateful to all those 
that enjoy my work. I suppose if a piece wasn’t received well, I wouldn’t necessarily take 
it down. I’d like to think that I believed in the piece enough to keep it up, because at 
the end of the day, I’m writing from my own perspective, my own experiences, and if I 
achieved what I set out to achieve when writing that specific piece, I should be content 
with the finished product, right? I don’t know, I’ll cross that bridge when I come to it.

Goals 2018
I’m really hoping to finish 412. Most of the poems are done, I’m currently going through 
and rewriting a few of them. There’s still a lot to sort out since I’m doing it all myself. 
Well, I say I’m doing it myself but that’s a lie; I’m working closely with an artsy friend of 
mine called Jacqui (@jimm3art ) to design a book cover and a few illustrations. What I’ve 
seen so far has blown my mind and I feel incredibly honoured to be working with her! 
I’m definitely going to be finished writing before the end of the year and I’d like to think 
the rest of the book was finished. Hopefully I’ll get it out in the world before 2019!

Movements
The #MeToo movement has dominated social media for the majority of 
2018 and for good reason. It’s important to bring awareness to sexual 
harassment / abuse, it’s unfortunate that we have certain individuals 

within our society that believe they’re able to do what they want with who 
they want. Calling them out has been long overdue!

https://www.instagram.com/jayqu3lin


Navy Blue, illustrated by Jacqui (@jimm3art). I chose Navy Blue to talk about as it 
features the incredible work of Jacqui. I must have rewritten this poem fifty times, 
the version of Navy Blue that appears in 412 is slightly different as well. The poem 
references a song called Navy Blue by The Story So Far. The girl that inspired 412 

introduced me to this band and I fell in love with Navy Blue immediately. 

Future
Five years’ time is a long way away. I don’t really have a timeline of goals that I’d like 
to achieve, I’m just going to take each day as it comes. I’ll keep writing and I’ll keep 
uploading. Will it lead to something bigger? Maybe? Why not? I’ve got this far! As long as I 
still believe in myself in five years’ time, I’ll be happy. Maybe I’ll have another book under 
my belt, I have a few ideas of what I’d like to do next. However, I don’t want to start 
writing another book straight away, I’d like to let 412 to be in the spotlight for a little 
while. I also need to have some more time to go out and experience new things, meet 
new people etc. Without it, I don’t really think I could put together a collection of poems 
that betters 412. 

ImageNavy blue

https://www.instagram.com/jayqu3lin


Harry's advice 
for aspiring writers

1. Don’t expect to write something incredible straight away, 
we’ve all got to start somewhere! It’s important to find a style of 
writing that you enjoy. For example, when I started writing, I read 
the lyrics of Mike Kinsella’s band American Football. Their style of 
writing, which if you haven’t heard of them, reads like something 
you’d find in a heartbroken teen’s diary, but expressed in a very 
poetic way. After becoming obsessed with them, I settled on trying 
to write pieces that would sound good on an American Football 
record. Of course, I’d say my style has changed a little since I 
started, but that’s not a bad thing! 

2. Don’t force it. If you feel like nothing good is coming out of 
your pen or fingertips, walk away and come back the next day.

3. If you’ve been writing a lot but feel like none of it means 
anything, take a long-ish break from writing. It’s important 
to have experiences to write about, if you’re constantly writing it’s 
possible that you’re missing out on new experiences to write about.

4. Rewrite your work! If you like the idea of a piece but are 
unhappy with the execution, rewrite it! Refining your art is extremely 
important, you can’t expect to write a masterpiece without 
rethinking certain aspects.

5. Be truthful! Be yourself, write about genuine experiences. The 
more honesty you put into your writing, the better it will be.
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B Y  L U B N A

AUTHOR & ENTREPRENUER 

From teen mom to thriving 

entreprenuer, Jeresha “Sherri J” White 

has proven herself as a force to be 

reckoned with. A passion for childcare 

led her to open up her first daycare at 

age 23, and she’s since expanded to 

multiple locations. 

The sum of her experience makes up 

the content of her debut book, Success 

Souvenirs, which packages her greatest 

lessons and nuggets of wisdom as 

a blueprint for entrepreneurs. With 

Success Souvenirs in tow, she teaches 

entrepreneurs at every level how to 

do business, grow business, and scale 

business in an effort to achieve their 

highest level of success. 

Jeresha White
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Q. Had becoming an author always been part of the plan? 

Being an author was never on my immediate to do list. It wasn’t until I began to really 
thrive as an entrepreneur and business woman that people began to notice my drive. 
At that point I became intriguing to a lot of people who really wanted to know more 
about me, my background, and my motivating factors in life. At that point I began to tell 
people, but verbalizing it became so time consuming and repetitive that I decided to put 
my story in a book for the world to see. 
 

Inspiration
When writing my inspiration comes from my truth. I have always been a very         
genuine person and have always been an advocate of owning who you are in the most 
effective way possible. When writing the best way to tackle your words are to be as 
detailed and truthful as possible, especially since you’re not face to face with the reader. 
The reader should leave with absolutely no unanswered questions. Being detailed and 
truthful are extremely important.

“Writing is special to me because it gives people 
who would never have access to you a chance to 

know you through words.”
- Jeresha White

@Sherrijlovely  | @SuccessSouvenirs

In addition to being an entrepreneur, author and business coach, Sherri J is a 

sought-after motivational speaker for business minded individuals, women, 

and teen girls, alike. She is the mother of one daughter that has followed in her 

entrepreneurial footsteps by implementing the Success Souvenirs formula to open 

her first business at the age of 18. Sherri J’s agenda is to open another level of 

business understanding through the sharing of her Success Souvenirs. It is her hope 

that everyone she comes into contact with achieves optimal success.

https://www.instagram.com/sherrijlovely
https://www.instagram.com/successsouvenirs/ 
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Q. Are you working on your next book(s)?

The response from my current book has been so overwhelming that I haven’t quite yet 
gotten started. I have however been in contact with November Media about moving 
forward with another project in the very near future. 

Challenges 
One of my biggest challenges was determining 
exactly which content and aspects of my life were 
appropriate for the book. I didn’t want to come off 
to raw, because I didn’t feel like the setting of the 
book would accommodate any rawness. So, it was 
challenging to dress up some important aspects of 
my life and make them seem more pleasant than 
they really were, all while remaining truthful to my 
readers. forward with another project in the very 
near future. 

Q. When you aren’t writing, what are you doing?

When I’m not writing I am either doing business 
consulting, managing one of my 3 daycare centers, 
or blogging in my “Success Suite” which is a talk show set like space in my basement that 
I have transformed into a place where I interview other upcoming Entrepreneur’s or 
business women, and allow people who are interested in the content to view the videos 
in hopes that it will give them some insight to move forward in their own businesses.

Success Souvenirs:A Memoir
Success Souvenirs is an inspirational blueprint for anyone seeking true content of how 
to overcome a major obstacle in their life. The book details my many struggles as well as 
motivating factors in my life that helped mold and groom me into the business woman 
that I am today. Success Souvenirs details my greatest lessons, blessings, trials and 
tribulations while giving readers the hope and understanding that anything in life is 
possible if you not only go after It but embrace it and own it as well.
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Book on Amazon

Book on Barnes and Nobles

Success Souvenirs Website
Links

Q. How do you manage your time between writing and other responsibilities? 

Time management is one of my biggest struggles. At times I have so many things on 
my plate that have to be tackled at one time that it gets very overwhelming trying 
to do it all by myself. While I do not have an assistant, I do have an amazing support 
team. Between my daughter, who is now 19 and my mother who is an excellent Admin 
Professional we work together to make sure all deadlines are met.

Q. What do you think shaped you as a person? 

Becoming a mother at a very young age shaped me as a person. Having so many serious 
responsibilities and having to put them before my social life really made me prioritize 
and mature extremely fast. While everyone else was staying afterschool participating in 
fun activities, I was either rushing to a work, or rushing home to care for my daughter. 
I’m happy that it all happened the way it did, because without my life trials happening in 
the sequences that they did, the Sherri J that we all know and love may not exist. 

Favourite book
I am a huge Hunger Games fan. I have read the series numerous times. I would have to 
say the Hunger Games is my favorite book series. Always keeps my interest.

Q. Why is writing special to you?

Writing is special to me because it gives people who would never have access to you 
a chance to know you through words. Prior to social media and the internet people 
use to write letters, and poems to really get to know one another. Writing puts the 
reader in your world and really makes them focus on the content of your word play to 
get a better understanding of you. It takes away the distraction that other channels of 
communication bring.  

If you want something you better make some noise 
~ Malcolm X

https://www.amazon.com/Success-Souvenirs-Memoir-Jeresha-White/dp/0999827480
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/success-souvenirs-jeresha-white/1128518744?ean=9780999827482
http://successsouvenirs.com
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-  Q & A -

I’m never good at intros, 

but let me give it a try. My 

name is Amanda Wan and 

I’m a 20-year-old travel 

& lifestyle youtuber and 

blogger. I currently live in 

Montreal, Canada. I’ve been 

creating online content in 

a serious way for roughly 

2 years up to date, and I’m 

loving every minute of it. 

@itsamandawan | @usvstheland | @eccentricprods

www.itsamandawan.com

B Y  L U B N A

Amanda WanYOUTUBER

P h o t o  c r e d i t :  C h r i s t o p h e r  L a w r e n c e 

1. I’m in a long distance relationship with a lovely boy named Chris who I met on Youtube 

2. I got to speak on a panel at Playlist Live DC 

3. I’ve been a vegetarian for almost 3 years

4. When I’m not Youtubing, I’m either studying or working at my part-time job at Apple! 

4 facts 

https://www.instagram.com/itsamandawan
https://www.instagram.com/usvstheland
https://www.instagram.com/eccentricprods
https://www.instagram.com/itsamandawan
https://www.instagram.com/usvstheland/
https://www.instagram.com/eccentricprods
https://www.itsamandawan.com/
https://www.instagram.com/chrislaawrence/
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What inspires you? 
Tons of things inspire me, it’s hard to 

list them all. My boyfriend inspires me, 

because he’s also another creative and 

we love to bounce ideas off each other. 

My friends who create inspire me too. 

One thing that really gets me going is 

listening to music or podcasts, it really 

gets my brain flowing and puts me in a 

creative mood.  

When did you start 
photography? 
I started doing photography more 
professionally around a year or two ago.
I love the feeling I get when I take photos. I do photography because you can capture 
moments and make them live on forever. One thing about travel photography that I 
adore is that not everyone has the privilege to travel, and travel photography can bring 
that person a bit closer to a specific destination. It’s such a great feeling when you post a 
photo and people feel as if they are there with you.

How did you get into YouTubing?
 

I started my first ever Youtube channel when I was 16. I would spend countless hours 
watching big Youtubers such as Andrea Russett, Lily Singh, LohAnthony, etc and I 
decided I wanted to do the same. That channel died down after I deleted it due to the 
fact that I was being made fun of a ton at school. Fast forward two years later, when 
I turned 18 I restarted Youtube. I turned to Youtube as a place to let out my feelings, 
my thoughts and just create. It’s helped me with a lot and I’ve met some of the most 
amazing people on Youtube, one being my boyfriend.

P h o t o  c r e d i t :  C h r i s t o p h e r  L a w r e n c e 

https://www.instagram.com/chrislaawrence/


3 most favourite destinations? 
My three favourite destinations are anywhere in California, New York City and Toronto. 
They are all so beautiful in their own ways, I mean these photos don’t even do them justice. 

When you are not travelling or taking 
pictures, what are you doing? 
When I’m not travelling or taking pictures I’m either working on my Youtube, working at 
my part-time job at Apple or focusing on my studies.

Your top advice for aspiring Youtubers?
Just do it. You don’t need the most expensive equipment or the best backdrop, you just 
need to be confident and do it. Don’t listen to what others will say, just create and do 
what you love. I started my channel with filming on my Mac camera, the quality wasn’t 
the best, but seeing that progress and growth in your videos on your channel is a 
beautiful feeling. 

What is your goal in life?
My biggest goal in life is to one day open up my own social media agency. 
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I have just recently discovered how The Butterfly Effect has a tremendous impact 

on my daily musings, and thoughts on life. Months ago, I was in the depths of 

despair. I had lost many magnificent people in my life; sometimes even for unknown 

reasons. The man I was infatuated with, vanished from my life. As if he had never 

existed in my world – one whom I saw him being with me for many, many years. I 

had established fresh friendships, as well as losing old ones. A dream I was trying 

to obtain was crumbled before my very eyes. Awful scenarios continued to play out. 

One after another, I saw myself surrounded by obscure rain storms overcoming me 

all at once. 

You see, quite frankly we view these circumstances negatively. But what we don’t 

understand, is that our world is forming together in the exact way that it was 

intended to be. Grief will coincide with love, allowing you to move on and accept 

what cannot be changed. We as humans have only so much of a grasp on other 

lovers, family, and friends. We also have only so much understanding of what they 

want from us. As for all of the dark and dreary events we face in life on top of that: 

we will find that in months or years, our life has transformed into a spectacular 

montage of needed occurrences. Allowing us to end up in the present moment.

-  C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G  - 

The Butterfly Effect

Isabella Piper is a young poet, blogger and writer. You can find her persistently writing 

for others and on her own website, isabellapiper.com. She is pursuing a creative writing 

degree in her near future, in hopes of expanding and perfecting her career as a creator. 

@isabellaa_piper

http://www.instagram.com/isabellaa_piper
http://www.isabellapiper.com
http://www.instagram.com/isabellaa_piper
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- P O E M -

Months ago, I didn’t know If I could move forward. Hypothetically, 

I was allowing myself to move forward every day. Did I want to? 

That’s another story. Lost in dark thoughts in the deep hours 

of the night, led me directly to this conclusion. Every single 

event in our lives from birth to present time, has brought us 

exactly to where we are today. If one molecule of my being 

wanted something drastically different, my life would’ve been 

thrown off instantly. It also would’ve changed many other lives. 

On the other hand: this works the same exact way with small 

predicaments in our lives. Any small or large change affects 

everybody. That is the moment I knew, I was eternally grateful 

for every detrimental person and obstacle that stood in my way. 

It has brought me to the person I see in the mirror today. 

The one that has overcome all good and bad: in more ways 

than one. I didn’t know many moons ago that I needed to 

face these obstacles to reach my full potential. But here I am. 

I have established stupendous relationships with new lovers. 

Friendships that will last a lifetime. I have found my dream 

college: all while studying what I love with every fiber of my 

being. I have written masterpieces, which led me to deep 

reflecting. I have gained so much from simply excepting the 

instances that I cannot change. All of the melancholy emotions I 

have felt. I’ve accepted. You will find as time moves forward, that 

you will be glad you did so as well.

Life is sorting itself out in the amazing 
way it was  intended to be.

By Isabella Piper 
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“I FEEL LIKE I CAN 
BREATHE AGAIN”

“GIFTED MY LIFE WITH 
COLOUR & POSITIVITY”

SUPPORT

FAMILY

BREATHE

ESCAPE

EMPOWERMENT

TEAMWORK

MOTIVATION

DREAM

“MADE ME PART OF A 
TEAM OF CREATIVES”

“GAVE ME A VOICE”

“INSPIRED ME TO
TRAVEL MORE”

“LEARNED TO CHANNEL 
MY CREATIVE ENERGY”

“GAVE ME AN 
OPPUTUNITY TO WRITE 
ABOUT MY INTERESTS”

“I GAINED MORE 
STRUCTURE”Co

lla
ge
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LIVING THE LOSS

C H R I S T I N E  C A R P E N T E R

E N D U R I N G  T H E  L O S S  O F  A  M E N TO R  I ’ D  N E V E R  M E T

of Livingston
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I recall the message that popped up onto 

my iPhone that Tuesday afternoon.

“christine, i wanted yoU to know 

that Joani passed away last night.”

My head a tumbled fog of words, braids 

of emotion, spiraled and wound so tight.  

And the sudden shock of it all – I had just 

spoken to her two evenings prior.  

She’d been traveling on business, meeting 

her partner to film their next docu-story. 

She was a master storyteller whom I relied 

on for the soundest advice. I’d left her with 

a question on my writing and thought it 

a bit odd that she hadn’t responded. She 

always replied quickly. However, I brushed 

it off that she was busy with travel, with 

prepping for the job she loved so much.  

The news sent off a wailing “NO!!!” in my 

mind, and yet the word was merely a yelp 

inside my head, one I could not for the life 

of me express aloud, even as it shrieked, 

deafening between my ears.   

The people who inspire us tap into an 

untouched part of our souls. Peeling back 

the layers of our minds, prying into the 

depths of our consciousness. Carving out 

a sacred space in our hearts in which to 

reside. Usually, one has met this person, 

shared moments between sips of coffee, a 

hug, a simple gesture. I hadn’t.

Joani resided in Texas and we were a 

part of an Instagram “pod,” a group of 

strangers who encouraged one another

in their business or personal social 

media endeavors. 

I feel a crack beneath; my toes shifting down.

I try to catch my breath, struggling not to drown.

The oxygen gets thick, my breath choking, heavy,

The shock wound tight, my bones unsteady.

I refuse to believe the words, stuff them, push them away,

And I can’t help but wonder, why she didn’t stay. 
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We never actually met. 

That’s right, I’m spilling my heart out about 

someone I have not had the pleasure of 

encountering in the flesh. I never had the 

joy of giving her that hug, visiting Magnolia 

Table with her, or experiencing what I’ve 

been told is her very famous “pause and 

lean” for the ‘goods’ of a story.  But I had 

planned to.  

and it Might soUnd foreign, 

however i felt a faMiliarity froM 

Joani as if we were old friends. i 

never felt oUr sUbstantial age gap. 

i only felt her pUre heart. and with 

what felt like a sharp gUst of wind, 

a strong intention to both sit with 

and share MoMents with her, was 

terMinated preMatUrely.  

fUnny how Unexpected MoMents in 

life slice throUgh oUr plans.   

I lit up when a new message, email or 

suggestion came through from Joani.  My 

lips upturn, a comfortable smile, as I know 

she would’ve liked this title: “alliteration,” 

she’d say “I AM THE ALLITERATION 

QUEEN!” Often I stayed up late, devouring 

our conversation.  Her words were an 

overstuffed suitcase, layered with advice in 

every compartment, inviting me to unzip 

and unearth each juicy sentiment.  She 

worked with me on polishing my writing, 

investing in me without having even met 

me.  In the last few months of her life, 

while I wallowed in the thick muck of a 

transitional haze, she took a deep interest 

in my professional and personal growth 

as a wordsmith, and as human being.  She 

took on the role as a primary cheerleader 

in my life; an unwavering supporter who 

challenged my thinking, consistently 

encouraging me to dig deeper.  

Joani saw the entirety of who yoU 

are, and respected every fragMent, 

no Matter how brUised or torn.  

Even as I write about her, I can imagine 

her pulling the words, as if fixed to a 

sinewy rope; revealing them from my 

consciousness.  I can’t write without 

thinking of her, and I’m not sure I ever will.  

All the words she’d bestowed on me are 
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scribbled on scraps of paper, tucked inside 

my mind. I find myself fiercely etching out 

her bits of wisdom as I recall each and 

every one.  

She is the reason I am pursuing the writer 

in me, the reason you are reading this 

piece. 

 No matter how raw, unfiltered and 

unedited, Joani took my writing in, always 

making me feel like she was blown away.  

I recall one of the last thoughts she’d 

shared about my work, “Enjoying this 

vintage.  Christine 2018…a very good year!”  

Little did either of us know that we would 

have less than six months of twenty-

eighteen to share, collaborate and dream 

up stories together.  

i Miss her sweet soUl every day.
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Recently, I had the luxury of indulging in 
a new book called The Why Are You Here 
Café. And once started, I couldn’t put it 
down. Although short, it’s quite a deep 
read and readers might feel compelled 
to find the answers to their very own 
questions. 

Here’s a short review I hope you’ll 
enjoy – no spoilers, I promise!

Lost and low on petrol, John 
finds himself at The Why 
Are You Here Café and is 
confronted with three 
major questions on 
the café’s menu:

Why Are You Here?
Do You Fear Death?
Are You Fulfilled?

Apart from a little detour on  
the road, the whole story is  
set at a café late at night. With the  
help of his waitress, Casey, the owner/
cook, Mike, and another guest named 
Anne, John tries to find the answers to 
those questions. 

The conversations are light-hearted yet 
deep. So, I actually had to put the book 
down every now and then to ponder on 
what I’d read. What I enjoyed the most 
was that the author won’t present you 
answers to specific questions of life, 
but rather give you questions to ask 
yourself and guide you on how to find 
the answers. 

If you’re fond of reading, you will 
definitely enjoy this light-hearted 
philosophical piece and, eventually, 
might find the answer to your very own 
Purpose For Existence.

-  B O O K I S H  T H O U G H T S  - 

- Kanwal Malik

What is your 
Purpose for Existence
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As readers, there are quite a number of things in life that can shatter our tiny hearts; 

things like heart-breaking endings, cliffhangers (UGH), tragic character death (inaudible 

crying), favorite characters getting written off (JUST WHY?!), and several other book-relat-

ed topics that are too painful to list down. But do you know what’s the worst thing that 

can happen to a reader? The thing that can make us cry out in frustration? 

The Magical 
Cure for
READING 
SLUMPS

B Y  M A I

-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

They are the worst! And they spring upon you out of the blue; you have either finished 

a REALLY good book and now nothing can compare to it, or you have read a book that 

you absolutely didn’t like, or you have simply been too busy to read and now you just 

can’t seem to get back into reading. You are never prepared for reading slumps, and you 

never want to fall into them if you can help it! BUT we have all been there, and we all 

know that the perfect cure for a reading slump is a book that will take your breath away.  

So, without further ado, here’s a list of books that, in my humble opinion, can get anyone 

out of a reading slump (well, they certainly got me out of lots of them).

R E A D I N G  S L U M P S
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T H R O N E  O F  G L A S S
B Y  S A R A H  J .  M A A S

Ok, so this series has gotten me out of a 

TWO YEAR READING SLUMP! I don’t even 

know how I survived that. It’s a series 

of seven books, only six of which are 

currently out in the wild, and the highly 

anticipated finale will be out next October 

(YAY!). This series has everything any 

fantasy reader can ask for: cruel kings, 

magic, assassins, dragons, witches, faeries, 

and much much more than that. It’s 

extremely fast-paced and the world keeps 

getting bigger and bigger with each book; 

you are bound to be immersed in it

until your heart can’t take it anymore.

Synopsis 
After serving out a year of hard labor in the 

salt mines of Endovier for her crimes, 18-year-

old assassin Celaena Sardothien is dragged 

before the Crown Prince. Prince Dorian offers 

her freedom on one condition: she must act as 

his champion in a competition to find a new 

royal assassin.

Her opponents are men-thieves and assassins 

and warriors from across the empire, each 

sponsored by a member of the king's council. 

If she beats her opponents in a series of 

eliminations, she'll serve the kingdom for 

four years and then be granted her freedom. 

Celaena finds her training sessions with the 

captain of the guard, Westfall, challenging 

and exhilarating. But she's bored stiff by court 

life. Things get a little more interesting when 

the prince starts to show interest in her ... but 

it's the gruff Captain Westfall who seems to 

understand her best.

Then one of the other contestants turns up 

dead ... quickly followed by another. Can 

Celaena figure out who the killer is before 

she becomes a victim? As the young assassin 

investigates, her search leads her to discover 

a greater destiny than she could possibly have 

imagined.
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T H E  H A T I N G  G A M E 
B Y  S A L LY  T H O R N E 

A hilariously heart-warming 

contemporary, with secretive co-

workers and an extremely relatable 

protagonist. So I was in a major 

reading slump after finishing several 

dark themed books. I felt like I needed 

something bright and different. I was 

just fishing around for a book and this 

looked interesting, and I thought ‘yeah, 

can’t hurt.’ It was freaking  

hilarious, super cute and fluffy. I loved 

the story and the dynamic between Josh 

and Lucy. The book was so addictive I  

honestly couldn’t put it down.

Synopsis
Nemesis (n.) 

1) An opponent or rival whom a person cannot 

best or overcome;

2) A person’s undoing;

3) Joshua Templeman. 

Lucy Hutton and Joshua Templeman hate each 

other. Not dislike. Not begrudgingly tolerate. 

Hate. And they have no problem displaying 

their feelings through a series of ritualistic 

passive aggressive maneuvers as they sit 

across from each other, executive assistants 

to co-CEOs of a publishing company. Lucy 

can’t understand Joshua’s joyless, uptight, 

meticulous approach to his job. Joshua is 

clearly baffled by Lucy’s overly bright clothes, 

quirkiness, and Pollyanna attitude.

Now up for the same promotion, their battle of 

wills has come to a head and Lucy refuses to 

back down when their latest game could cost 

her her dream job…But the tension between 

Lucy and Joshua has also reached its boiling 

point, and Lucy is discovering that maybe she 

doesn’t hate Joshua. And maybe, he doesn’t 

hate her either. Or maybe this is just another.
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F A L L I N G  K I N G D O M S  
B Y  M O R G A N  R H O D E S

Welcome to Falling Kingdoms! Welcome 

to a land where no one is safe; buckle 

up and I would strongly advice to not get 

attached to any character; anyone can 

die in the blink of an eye.

This series was such a roller coaster ride, 

right from the get go. I was absolutely 

intrigued by the synopsis itself, and then 

I read the prologue, which completely 

blew my mind, next thing I knew I was 

just reading, reading and reading. It got 

me out of my most recent reading slump 

and made it to my list of favorites.

Synopsis 
In the three kingdoms of Mytica, magic has 
long been forgotten. And while hard-won peace 
has reigned for centuries, a deadly unrest now 
simmers below the surface.

As the rulers of each kingdom grapple for 
power, the lives of their subjects are brutally 
transformed... and four key players, royals and 
rebels alike, find their fates forever intertwined. 
Cleo, Jonas, Lucia, and Magnus are caught in a 
dizzying world of treacherous betrayals, shocking 
murders, secret alliances, and even unforeseen 
love. The only outcome that's certain is that 
kingdoms will fall. Who will emerge triumphant 
when all they know has collapsed?

It's the eve of war.... Choose your side.

Princess: Raised in pampered luxury, Cleo must 
now embark on a rough and treacherous journey 
into enemy territory in search of magic long 
thought extinct.

Rebel: Jonas, enraged at injustice, lashes out 
against the forces of oppression that have kept 
his country cruelly impoverished. To his shock, he 
finds himself the leader of a people's revolution 
centuries in the making.

Sorceress: Lucia, adopted at birth into the royal 
family, discovers the truth about her past—and 
the supernatural legacy she is destined to wield.

Heir: Bred for aggression and trained to conquer, 
firstborn son Magnus begins to realize that the 
heart can be more lethal than the sword...
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T H E  L U N A R  C H R O N I C L E S 
B Y  M A R I S S A  M E Y E R

Synopsis 
A forbidden romance.

A deadly plague.

Earth's fate hinges on one girl . . .

CINDER, a gifted mechanic in New 
Beijing, is also a cyborg. She's 
reviled by her stepmother and 
blamed for her stepsister's sudden 
illness. But when her life becomes 
entwined with the handsome Prince 
Kai's, she finds herself at the centre 
of a violent struggle between the 
desires of an evil queen - and a 
dangerous temptation.

Cinder is caught between duty and 
freedom, loyalty and betrayal. Now 
she must uncover secrets about her 
mysterious past in order to protect 
Earth's future.

This is not the fairytale you 
remember. But it's one you 
won't forget.

I am not even one for 

retellings; but this series still 

made it to my list! I LOVED 

these four books, they had 

me intrigued after only a 

few chapters. The cast of 

characters in this series is 

one of my all time favorite, 

they are squad goals you 

guys, literally!
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T H E  I L L U M I N A E  F I L E S  
B Y  A M I E  K A U F M A N  A N D  J AY  K R I S TO F F

I don’t even know where to start. This 

series was such a unique, new, and 

fascinating reading experience for me, 

I finished the three books in only six 

days because I just couldn’t put it down!  

I was very reluctant about picking up 

these book because of their format, I just 

didn’t think I would really connect with 

the characters and be immersed in their 

story. But well, I was wrong, the format 

is perfect for this story; it couldn’t have 

been told in a better way. 

Synopsis 
This morning, Kady thought breaking up with 

Ezra was the hardest thing she’d have to do. 

This afternoon, her planet was invaded.

The year is 2575, and two rival 

megacorporations are at war over a planet 

that’s little more than an ice-covered speck 

at the edge of the universe. Too bad nobody 

thought to warn the people living on it. With 

enemy fire raining down on them, Kady and 

Ezra—who are barely even talking to each 

other—are forced to fight their way onto an 

evacuating fleet, with an enemy warship in hot 

pursuit.

But their problems are just getting started. A 

deadly plague has broken out and is mutating, 

with terrifying results; the fleet's AI, which 

should be protecting them, may actually be 

their enemy; and nobody in charge will say 

what’s really going on. As Kady hacks into a 

tangled web of data to find the truth, it's clear 

only one person can help her bring it all to 

light: the ex-boyfriend she swore she'd never 

speak to again.

BRIEFING NOTE: Told through a fascinating 

dossier of hacked documents—including 

emails, schematics, military files, IMs, medical 

reports, interviews, and more—Illuminae is 

the first book in a heart-stopping, high-octane 

trilogy about lives interrupted, the price of 

truth, and the courage of everyday heroes.
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D A U G H T E R  O F  S M O K E  &  B O N E  
B Y  L A I N I  TAY L O R  ( A K A :  Q U E E N )

Synopsis 
 Around the world, black hand prints are 

appearing on doorways, scorched there by 

winged strangers who have crept through 

a slit in the sky.

In a dark and dusty shop, a devil’s supply 

of human teeth grows dangerously low.

And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a 

young art student is about to be caught up 

in a brutal otherworldly war.

Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with 

monsters that may or may not be real, 

she’s prone to disappearing on mysterious 

"errands", she speaks many languages - 

not all of them human - and her bright 

blue hair actually grows out of her head 

that color. Who is she? That is the question 

that haunts her, and she’s about to find 

out.

When beautiful, haunted Akiva fixes fiery 

eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, 

the result is blood and starlight, secrets 

unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose 

roots drink deep of a violent past. But 

will Karou live to regret learning the truth 

about herself?

Words alone aren’t 

enough to describe 

how utterly AMAZING 

this trilogy is, it had me 

intrigued right from the 

get go, and I think it 

made it to my list of all 

time favorites; right next 

to Harry Potter (THAT’S 

how great this series is!)
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 -  S H O R T  S T O R Y  - 

The Willowgrove 
Breakfast

The call arrived exactly five days ago. The Syed family was invited for breakfast on Sunday 

morning at 9 a.m. sharp. Their hosts, the Siddiquis, resided in a grand home in the 

Willowgrove neighborhood and requested their company a little out of the blue. Hina, the 

eldest daughter of the Syed family, was quite perplexed. “Who in their right mind invites 

people over at such an ungodly hour? Just invite us for dinner like normal humans,” she 

thought. Dinner parties in South Asian communities are very common, to the point that 

they often become a nuisance to all parties involved. Breakfast parties, however, are not 

as common and frankly are a very strange phenomenon initiated by someone of Pakistani 

decent. Hina continued to ponder over the purpose of this random breakfast as she blankly 

stared at her notes on cardiovascular pharmacology. 

* * *
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On Sunday morning, Hina woke up at 8:30 a.m. and not a minute sooner. She opted for a 

traditional Pakistani dress. It was a light pink cotton outfit with white threaded embroidery. Hina 

quickly dabbed a bit of concealer under her eyes and swept some blush on her cheeks. The 

rest of her family was scrambling to get ready as well at what felt was the crack of dawn. Her 

mother quickly ran into her room to give her approval on her attire. She grimaced a little and 

told her to put on some jewelry and to at least apply some mascara and eyeliner. Hina, still half 

asleep, grunted but obeyed. At 9 a.m. sharp, the Syeds got into their car and headed towards 

Willowgrove. Hina repeated all cardio-selective and non-selective beta blockers in her head as 

she watched the houses and the trees from her window seat. 

They arrived at the Siddiqui residence half an hour later. Hina and her family were greeted with 

warm hugs and wide smiles. Mrs. Siddiqui gave Hina an extra long hug and complimented her 

outfit. After the formal greetings, both families headed to the kitchen for breakfast. The kitchen 

was grand, with marble counters and floors, with stainless steel appliances hanging from the wall 

and three fresh flower bouquets in different parts of the room. The kitchen island was filled with 

various breakfast delicacies. Hina’s stomach growled. 

According to Hina, breakfast was dragging on for too long. She just wanted to go home, change 

into her pajamas and free herself from the necklace, earrings and bangles her mom made her 

wear. Both families had eaten breakfast and had now been talking in the living room for over two 

hours. Hina was getting exhausted from smiling at the mediocre jokes Mr. Siddiqui was making 

and from nodding and agreeing with Mrs. Siddiqui’s boring conversation. There was something 

particularly odd with the woman, Hina observed. She kept looking at her from head-to-toe and 

wouldn’t stop smiling. It was as if Hina was projecting some type of enchanting aura that only 

Mrs. Siddiqui could notice. Hina brushed off the behaviour by reasoning to herself that all brown 

women heading towards menopause are unexplainable creatures. 

Most of the conversation thus far was a blur to Hina, until Mrs. Siddiqui uttered the following 

words: “Your daughter is so beautiful, Sana. Nothing would make me happier than to have her 

be a part of our family. What do you say? Taimoor is studying dentistry abroad and I’m sure the 

both of them would make a lovely pair.” she continued. Hina’s heart stopped. “What the actual 

hell?” she thought. Rage boiled inside of her and spread through her veins like wildfire. She could 

not believe the words coming out of Mrs. Siddiqui’s mouth. Above all, she could not believe her 
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mother omitted the intent behind this 

breakfast invitation. No one seemed to 

notice her anger because everyone was 

too busy rejoicing at the idea of this 

reunion. Her mother’s face was suddenly 

glowing and her father couldn’t stop 

smiling. It was horrific, she thought. 

Hina stared down at her feet while 

clenching her teeth for what felt like 

eternity until someone finally spoke 

to her. “Hina, darling, how does it feel 

knowing that you’ll be joining our family 

in the near future?” Mrs. Siddiqui asked, 

purposely directing all the attention 

towards herself. The room went quiet, 

and all eyes landed on Hina. Many 

responses fueled by frustration crossed 

Hina’s mind. She was also confused and 

slightly amused. “Are these morning 

birds actually serious? I don’t even know 

what this Taimoor guy looks like. I haven’t 

even spoken to him yet. Do my parents 

seriously think I’m going to agree to this?” 

she thought. 

After a long pause, Hina finally replied: 

“I’m sorry. I just came here for breakfast. 

I have no interest in anything else you 

have to offer, especially if it’s going 

to involve me waking up this early on 

Sunday mornings.”

 B Y  S A R A H  G H A N I
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Daughter
A  L E T T E R  TO  M Y

B Y  K E L LY  A U R O R A

@aurora_prints

https://www.instagram.com/aurora_prints


As I write this, I am still carrying you. I am 30 weeks pregnant and our heartbeats 

are dancing together within the same body. My body. I struggle with the thought 

that this is probably the safest I will ever be able to keep you, and the closest. 

Although out of sight, I know where you are every second of the day; with me. 

In less than three months, you will begin your journey through this world. I’ve been 

thinking about the important life lessons I have learned so far, as a human being, 

and as a woman. Here are the things I hope to devote my life to teaching you:

Dear Daughter...

YOU’RE LOVED, AND YOU 
ALWAYS WILL BE!

I never want you to feel alone, or unloved. You’re 

blessed to have so many people awaiting your 

entrance into this world. I promise to always 

have open ears, an open heart and open arms 

for you. I will love you forever.

MASTER PATIENCE

Happiness, although beautiful, is flaky! It’s not 

a permanent state and it can sometimes be 

like holding a mound of sand in your hand. 

Acknowledge and accept the fact that sadness 

and upset will flutter in and out of your life like 

a sneaky little butterfly. This is why mastering 

patience is the key to a good life. Patience will 

keep you humble and grounded through the 

happiest times of your life,4 and it will pull you 

through the inevitable harder times.



KINDNESS IS KEY

Be kind to people, to animals and the environment – they all need it! If you can 

help, do so. Kindness is always repaid, one way or another and it’s the most 

beautiful trait anyone can possess. 

UNDERSTAND SELF-WORTH

Yes, being kind to the world is a must, but NEVER forget to be kind to yourself. 

You will know yourself better than anyone – you’ll know what you’re great at 

and what you’re not so great at. Accept yourself and embrace who you are. 

Love your flaws and stand tall. You’re smart, pretty and important, and don’t 

let anyone tell you or make you feel otherwise. 

IT'S YOUR BODY

Your body is your property. Look after it, love it, protect it and treat it well.

IT ’S OK TO CRY!

Feel like crying? Cry! Don’t be afraid to succumb to your emotions. It’s not 

weak, it’s honest. Let it out, cry, scream into your pillow. Once you’re done, 

clean up your mess and get up off the floor when you’re done. You don’t 

belong down there, and you’ve got things to do!

TRAVEL LIGHT!

It’s only now in my late twenties that I’m discovering that you only need a 

handful of stuff to be happy. Don’t hoard – you don’t and won’t need it! Fill 

your world with sentimental items and things that make you happy.

THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK.

I’ll always love and value your opinions, but think before sharing them. Know 

what you stand for and always have a reason for why you feel a certain way. 

Don’t just follow the crowd. Know who you are. Know why.
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FALL IN LOVE, OFTEN!

With ideas, with art, with music, with characters from books!  

Fall in love with places and food. 

SEARCH FOR PEOPLE & PLACES THAT RESONATE WITH YOUR SOUL.

You’ll meet people who you’ll swear you’ve met in another life. Keep them close 

and cherish them. You’ll visit places that you swear you’ve been to in your 

dreams.  Visit them often. 

ASK LOUDLY! BUT SAY PLEASE. AND THANK YOU.

If there’s something you want or need, ask for it. I never want you to feel 

unheard. People aren’t mind readers and things won’t fall into your lap. Ask for it 

clearly and politely and always show gratitude. The worst answer you’ll get is no. 

QUESTION EVERYTHING!

I don’t want you to ever stop learning! If you don’t understand something, ask! 

If you’re told no, ask why not? If something doesn’t ‘feel right’, look into it. 

DREAM BIG!

Of course, I want the world for you – but I want you to want the world for 

yourself! A lifetime may seem like forever, but when you too are in your twenties, 

you’ll realise that life is short. I promise to do everything I can in my power to 

support your hopes and dreams, whatever they may be. So, dream big little one. 

I can’t wait to learn all about you!

Love, Mum
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The Boy ofA  
Thousand Colours
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The room rests in the bosom of a bleak light. It lies bare but for a table, a cushioned 

chair, and a very large frame that hangs on the wall behind. Iqra’, it says. Read. The first 

word from the Qur’an revealed upon the Prophet, peace be upon him.

“Let us see if we have any candles here,” Amu says as he reaches behind the table and 

pulls out a drawer, jiggling the keys hanging from the hole.

Nani jan moves to stand in front of the frame, pressing the tips of her fingers against it 

ever so slightly. Her eyes look peaceful, the storm within them at rest for once. I follow 

her with nimble steps and place a careful hand on her arm.

“You know, Ali,” she says softly, “your Baba painted this with his own hands.” 

I nod my head. “Nana jan told me.” Another drop in an ocean of stories I’ve heard. Only 

not from the man himself.

“After he died, I plucked it from his study and brought it here. He belongs here, Ali. He 

deserves to be remembered.”

“I know.”

She turns towards me then, her face a halo of golden light in the shadows of the 

sleeping sun.   

“How I wish they were here with us, Ali. With you,” she whispers. “Both of them.”

My breath threatens to suffocate me. I want to let go off the heaviness. I want to tell her 

that I wish so, too, with all my heart. What I wouldn’t give to have that. But I don’t. I can’t.

In thIs story, you may fInd the characters 
addressIng each other In words of dIfferent 
languages. In fact, the names, the food, the 
archItecture – all are motleys of dIfferent 
cultures. you should know that the wrIter  

has delIberately wrItten them so. In a sIngle 
stroke, are paInted many colours.



“Seems we have a problem,” Amu’s voice cuts through the silence. 

“There are no candles here and we won’t be able to see our way in the library 

now that it is almost dark.” He stands straight and scratches his neck, his back 

still facing us. “Ali jan, would you do me a favour and fetch some candles from 

the kitchen? They will be on the island.”

“Yes, Amu. Will be no trouble. But, the kitchen?”

“It’s across the hallway that opens into the students’ dorm, farzand [son]. The 

first door you’ll see.”

As I walk to the front of the table to step out of the room, I think I see tears in 

Haamid amu’s eyes.

The kitchen is exactly where Amu said it would be. But by the time I get there, 

I have forgotten why, because ten paces away from it, with its arched doors 

thrown wide open in a warm embrace, is the library. And I stand right in its 

lap.

Inside, the ceiling gapes at a breathless view of a grey sky streaked with 

fading orange, swathing the whole library in its serenity. The walls are 

adorned with tapestries so detailed I could lose myself in them. Plush carpets 

stretch beneath my feet, covering each spot on the floor. A few parchments 

lie strewn about; probably by some students researching for today’s evening 

session. There are books lying on tables, too – big stacks of them. Some are 

spread open, revealing markings both strange and familiar. 

Poetic verses are carved in an elegant script into the shelves that seethe 

under the weight of countless hardbacks. The books embower every inch of 

my vision and I feel as though I am walking in a maze. But one that has led me 

to heaven.

A loud cawing echoes around and I snap my neck up. Rooks fly above me, 

gliding masterfully through the sky. I follow their movements with my eyes, 



watching them flap their wings in such easy strokes. I am lost, marvelling at the 

beauty I behold, when –

I trip on my feet and crash into a table on my right, taking several books with 

me, some as large as my thigh, and a bottle of ink clatters loudly onto the floor, 

shattering into a thousand shards.

I sigh, lying sidewise on a stack of tomes toppled over. Thin rivulets of ink seep 

into the carpet, turning the amber threads a dark, murky blue. 

My stomach stabs from the momentum of the fall and my right toe feels 

strangely foreign to the rest of my body. I feel a groan escaping my lips.

It is there, with my head resting against the spines of the tomes, that I see it.

At first, there is nothing odd about it; nothing mysterious. But as I keep looking 

at it through pinched eyes, the mask of obscurity slowly peels off. Somewhere, I 

sense it calling out to me. As if it were not a thing, but a being. 

I slide off the broken mess, glass crunching under my sandals, and walk to where 

it peeks from behind the velvet curtain. 

I crouch down to lift the curtain away and see a wooden box. With no 

embellishments, nothing of the sort. It is plain-looking with a layer of dust caking 

the top. I peer closely and see traces of fingertips on it.

It prods at me to unlatch it, as though what lies inside awaits to be freed. So, I 

do. I do not know why, but I do.

A large candle lies supine, with a crowd of matchsticks around it. I lift it out 

gently. 

It feels strange to touch, as if it pulses in my hand. The matchsticks glint at me, 

thirsty for a spark. 

Why I do what I do not mean to, again, I do not know. But I find my hands 

scratching a matchstick against the wooden box.



In the shadows of the tall shelves, the spark that comes to life is not 

an ordinary one. The flame dances, it ripples, it sings. It looks ethereal, 

licking the air around it with a dreamy grace. I am enchanted.

I watch my hands bring the flame close to the candle. I want to see it 

burn. I have to. 

The fire that materialises is wild; it is hungry. It shoots up to the ceiling 

in a straight line, charring the curtain to embers. It flits in long spirals, its 

wide arms flailing violently. And I do not want it to stop.

So, when it comes at me, I embrace it with open arms.

It laps at my feet, crawling up my limbs, and throws its arms around my 

waist. Yet, I do not feel any pain. There is only warmth. It is soothing.

And then, the fire picks up and howls in my ears. It roars and I feel it in 

my chest. It burns, yet not enough to harm.

I realise I want it to go away now. I want it to stop. But the howling does 

not cease. And in this tempest of fire, I am alone, and I am burning.

“Stop!” I scream. “Stop!”

The flames nuzzle my ears. They flicker and hiss and swing their tongues. 

And then the fire slurps itself whole.

The silence is painful. 

My heart thuds angrily and my brain is clogged. I feel my eyes water. I 

cannot think.

Then, Nani jan’s voice booms through the darkness.

“Ali! Ali jan, where are you?” 

“Farzand, call out to us!” Haamid amu screams.



My tongue feels dry and heavy inside my mouth. “I…. here,” I cough.

There is shuffling of feet. Nani jan’s anklets whisper in the quiet.

“Did you hear that, Haamid?” Nani jan speaks. She sounds scared. “I think 

that was my boy. Ali, son, where are you?”

I can hear them run and they keep calling out to me. But I have no power 

left inside me. I cannot move. I feel weak and thirsty.

Then I see her feet shift into focus. Her worried eyes find me across the 

aisle and relief floods her face.

“Haamid,” she shouts. “He is here!”

She turns back to me and takes in my appearance.  “My son, what 

happened?” her voice travels to me. “Are you hu-” she stops short. Her 

eyes find the candle. And suddenly, she is running towards me. 

“Ali, throw that thing away!” Her anklets crash against each other. The 

chador over her head falls to her shoulders. 

“Khale?” Haamid amu calls from somewhere.

Nani jan’s fingers reach out to my own. But she is still far away.

I see her mouth forming my name. “Ali!”

Far away.

I want to run to her. I want to hug her. 

Then, invisible hands grab hold of me from behind. And Nani jan dissolves 

into nothing.

... to be continued
R E A D  PA R T  I  I N  T H E  P R E V I O U S  I S S U E  H E R E
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It has been long time since you visited me, hope you are doing well. 

I used to thank God that you are not visiting any more but I miss you these days. See, many 
times you came in my way and now as I am touching heights, I feel like missing you. Where 
are you? Do you see despite the times when you tried to cage me, I came out as a victor? 
You know what? I never loved you I never could, because you were hard on me, not just the 
tragedies you gave me but also the memory.

The mere thought of those happenings were so heart wrenching that many times whenever 
I tried to move on I was thrown back to somewhere in my own personal hell and you were 
the sole reason of it.

I know you never came to visit me yourself. You sent repeated circumstances, and poison-
ous people in my life that tried to remind me of you. All those happenings collectively tried 
really hard that I and myself should dwell on you (on the past) and I always knew that only 
losers dwell on you, so I never did it.It was hard to move on. It was hard to forget the worst 
happenings which nearly took my soul away. It was hard to behave like a person with long-
term memory loss –I could not forget you neither at that time nor during the present, but I 
had to ignore your mere existence to do something better with my life and I succeeded in 
doing so. 

You are cruel and it’s your nature and they are right when they say, ‘nature can never 
change.’ So I had to accept you as you were. I call you cruel, savage, brutal and the worst 

Dear Past,

Letter 
to Past



part of my life, and still, do you know what the dilemma is? I have to own you despite all this. 
I can’t call you ‘the past’ I have to say ‘my past’ and the day I learnt to own you with all your 
cruelty, I actually won that very day.

Those accolades and admiration and everything I am getting these days is nothing but a 
sort of worldly convention and acknowledgement. In reality, I won that very day when I 
accepted you and all  that you did to me. You should be thankful to me that despite your 
behavior I accepted you, even if I did do it for my own ease, but at least I accepted you.

Okay, you did give me some good memories. Like, I can never get over that phase of care-
lessness where I had no responsibilities as I was not at all able to understand anything 
wrong happening around me, I had no worries and no stress. Yes, I am talking about child-
hood but that never came in the way of my progress.

What always held me back was whenever I would take a step forward, people used to come 
to me and say, ‘Looks great that you moved on. You finally forgot the past, didn’t you?’ and 
then in a fraction of second, everything would run through my mind and I’d feel like the 
most fragile, helpless being alive, but then all I gave you was acceptance – that was what you 
wanted.

I stopped running from you. I stopped ignoring people who used to talk to me about you. 
I stopped feeling those words that used to remind me of you. Then here I am doing really 
great in my life and I realize that you made me strong enough so that no one could hurt me 
anymore and once you made me strong enough, you stopped showing up. 

I miss you because although that time was the worst, I had people who came out as good 
friends and now, all of them are gone – I miss them all now. I also miss some good parts of 
you too past. 

I wish we could plan a meet up. I want to feel all that carelessness of childhood and that 
pain and ache of losing people and dreams again and this time, I want to behave differently. 
I wonder if you could find some time to fulfill this wish of mine, but then I know you are cruel 
enough not to give a damn. 

Anyways I am grateful to you for making me strong. 

Yours and only yours,

Akasious



“The prison gateway was festooned with lights, red blue 

and green and four loud speakers blared forth radio pro-

grammes in cracked discordant voices. The lights and 

colours – the din felt more like Anarkali than Hyderabad 

jail and for a long time I could not sleep. In the morning I 

woke up with a strange happiness in my heart and I wrote 

a poem which I enclose. I was astounded to find that it 

took me hardly any time at all and I had practically finished 

when we went down to breakfast. I am still feeling rather 

intoxicated with it and am beginning to fear that perhaps 

someday I might end up as a poet after all.”

(15th August,1952, ref: dawn newspaper, the excerpt is from 

Faiz Ahmad Faiz' letter to his wife from the jail) 

Faiz from 
Prison cell

B Y  A Y E S H A  Q A M A R



A leftist poet turned journalist turned political activist, Faiz Ahmad Faiz after decades of his 

demise is still the most celebrated poet of the sub-continent. His poetic venture started in 

his teens but he got his poetic excellence during the time he spent in the prison.

Faiz was a staunch member of the communist party which was on the dearth of declining 

after the partition of Indian sub-continent. Faiz, allegedly, was accused of aiding soviet 

backed military coupe against the Prime Minister of Pakistan at that time. He, along with the 

military men, was sent to jail and were imprisoned from 1951-1955. The time spent in jail 

was, according to Faiz, the worst years of his life. 

Faiz, during this turbulant period in his utter loneliness and in a state of complete 

dispondency, needed a reason to stay alive, to quench his poetic thirst and that was to fall 

in love again. And he eventually did. When he was asked about his jail years he admittedly 

said and I quote:

He fell for the prison walls, for the loneliness wandering in the varendah of his cell, he 

fell in love with the darkness surrounding his cell, with the moonlit sky peeking from the 

abandoned window, with the dawn that wakes him up for prayers, with the cool breeze of 

love and with everything Faiz encountered in the cell. 

The transition from hopelessness to hope, from death to life, from 

darkness to twilight is typical in his poetry. 

In his poem ''A Prison Evening'', Faiz, after portraying the absolute 

desolation, consoles himself:

''Today the tyrrants may command to shun all the lights, to 

smash all the lamps, but they cannot snuff out the moon, 

and this is my victory''

''Going to jail, as I have earlier observed, 

was like falling in love again.''



''When my hope begins to dim, 

my heart has often conjured your 

forehead sprinkled with stars and 

when my chains have glittered

I have imagine that dawn must 

have burst upon thy face''

In his poem '' the city of lights'' he laments from his prison walls

''how will I return to you, my city

where is the road to your lights

my hopes are in retreat, exhausted by 

these unlit broken walls

and my heart is in terrible doubt

but let all be well

even under this cloud of darkness

my heart leads it reserves for longings

just tell all your lovers, 

to turn the wicks of their lamps high

so that I may find you, oh city, my city of lights''

This was the state of a poet fettered in chains, imprisoned and with his poetic artistry he 

was coloring the lifelessness of his cell.

But this was Faiz' one side. He wrote to his wife several letters full of love and longings. He 

wrote subtle poems of love during this time. In '' My salutations to thy sacred streets" he in 

his soliloquy keeps his heart from losing hope. Says:



His restless yearnings found peace even in the thought of reunion which he writes:

''With such tenderness, oh love of my life, 

on the cheek of my heart,

has your memory placed his hand right now,

that it looks as if,

the sun of separation has set

and the night of union has arrived''

Even in these parched years, Faiz' poetry is filled with spring colors and cool breeze. Nearly 

every poem he wrote from the cell, brings a hope to bloom again.

''It is still distant, but there are hints of springtime

some flowers aching to bloom 

have torn open their collars

night is still where it was, 

but colors at time takes flight

leaving red feathers of dawn on the sky

your feet bleed, Faiz, something surely will bloom

as you water the desert simply by walking through it''

In his desolation he gave spring a different meaning:

''Fragrance is a name of your flowing tresses

your appearance at the window gives spring its name

say something about the sight, my friends, without which 

neither the garden would have colour, 

nor a tavern have a name''
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Who could have imagined such beauty and artistry wad penned down by a lonely prisoner, the dark-

ness of the cell filled his heart with a new beacon, the solitude around him was the new companion.

A thing that completely separate Faiz from other poets is that other than the typical 

soliloquies was that Faiz was habitual of talking to the morning breeze as according to him 

the morning breeze is the messenger between him and his beloved.

''The cage is sad, o friends, say something to the 

breeze for God's sake, talk about my beloved today

The gentleness of breeze is akin to talk 

about love in his poetry.''

''The breeze passes by so very closely

as if someone just happened to speak of my love"
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This was Faiz Ahmad Faiz, writing about love and longings, about spring and blooming, 

about hope and dawn from the prison cell painted with exile and darkness. But he wasn’t 

unaware of his growing publicity. He knew he was being looked as the saviour by the op-

pressed communities. After his release, Faiz turned to serving the downtrodden and after 

his imprisonment, his poetry took a flight and it became rebellious defying and challenging 

the norm and orthodoxy because he knew that weeping silently and shedding tears and 

waiting for hope will bring nothing unless and until one stands for himself, unless and until 

one offers himself to the gallows. In his ode to his countrymen he states:

''The tearful eyes, the distressed 

soul are not enough

The accusation of love 

unannounced is not enough

Today, let us walk through 

bazaar with feet in chains

With hands spread, 

walk entranced and bedazzled

With ashes on head, blood on garb

Walk, as the whole city of the beloved

 has turned out to watch

Walk past the city’s ruler, general spectators

Past the arrows of accusation, stones of abuse

Past the morning of sorrow, day of failure

Who else beside us is intimate with them

Who now in our beloved’s city is still untainted

Who now is worthy of executioner’s hand

Pick up the burden of heart, 

let us go, heartbroken ones

Let us offer ourselves, 

once again, for execution''



-  S H O R T  S T O R Y  -

B Y  A M I N A  A H M E D

The Smile Outside
B A S E D  O N  A  T R U E  S T O R Y

It was early Friday afternoon on my day off and I had slept extremely late 

the night before. Everyone else had fallen asleep early as usual. They all 

had things to do the next day – people to see, work to do. As for me, I 

had a lone day ahead with no motivation to get anything done. Funny 

how even if I did have the motivation, my immense laziness wouldn’t have 

allowed it.

I was still asleep for the most part. It was that stage of sleep when you 

know you’re awake but you also know you’re asleep. Something told me to 

wake up and get out of bed, but alas, the laziness and the peaceful house 

was too much of a comfort to be overruled. 

DING DONG!

My eyes opened swiftly as my heartbeat skipped a thousand beats. It took 

me a few seconds to realize that the noise had just been the doorbell. I 

also thought I’d heard quick footsteps, which further alarmed my already 

bird-beating heart. Despite all this, I reluctantly got out of bed and fumbled 

around for my glasses; my movements increasing in speed as I went. As 

I quickly fixed my mess of hair, I pondered who could be at the door and 

whether they realized what a hindrance they’d caused. A minute ago I was 

relaxing and now I was both curious and afraid. 



The closer I walked to the door, the colder I felt. My bed had been so 

warm and in contrast, the rest of the house was barren and brisk. As 

I reached the door, I peeked through the rectangular glass portion to 

see who was outside. There was no one there except the front lawn 

and some bushes

Thinking logically despite my still lazy state, I walked over to the side 

door. There was no one there, either. The only things looking back at 

me were the driveway and my car. My mind began whirling with ide-

as of a robber waiting in the corner or silly kids playing a prank. Had 

it been a ghost? Or even just my imagination? No. I knew what I had 

heard. As if on time, the anxiety kicked in. 

I had also become quite impatient now and with socks on, I slowly 

stepped outside. I walked around the front yard cautiously to the 

porch where my eyes narrowed in on the reason for the doorbell 

having been rung. I felt more and more stupid as I pieced it together 

in my mind. Staring back at me almost tauntingly was a package with 

a smiley on the side, which assured me it was my amazon order. I ex-

haled a sigh of relief as I walked back into the house carrying with me 

the box with the smile. The excitement and caution I’d felt a minute 

before had vanished and been replaced with deflation. Had I wanted 

the noise to be something more? Famished, I grabbed a bag of chips 

and dove into the mystery books I’d ordered.



-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -

B Y  K A S T U R I

Perhaps love is only for certain people. At least that’s what I keep telling 
myself, though I keep secretly hoping that my Prince Charming would just walk 
into my life and make me question why I hadn’t met him earlier. 

Love is not easy, some say. But why would it be? Isn’t that what makes it so 
much more special? Having to know that you would fight anything that comes 
in the way of you both, would you rather not have that? Being assured that 
when he gets jealous of you being a little too close with someone else, it’s only 
because he loves you. 

Don’t get me wrong though, I don’t want my boyfriend -if I ever get one- to be 
all over me just because I’m talking to a guy. I have been single for my whole 
life now, and I don’t know about putting myself out there, because I have 
never done it. I have had a couple of boys profess their love for me, but no, it 
just didn’t seem right. If I don’t feel it, then I ain’t gonna fake it. I am not going 
to be in a relationship and pretend to be in love with a guy only because that’s 
what “everyone’s” doing.

I keep asking myself, how do you know if you’re actually in love? Do you get 
butterflies in your stomach? Does your heart flutter every time his name pops 
on your phone screen? Do you feel like you’re weightless when his arms are 
wrapped around you? Or are these just stereotypical descriptions to express a 
feeling that can never be put in words.

But I’m pretty sure that it would be amazing to be in love, I mean just imagine 
waking up in the morning and their face is the first thing that pops in your 
mind, feeling so content just having them sit beside you, loving the chill that 
spirals up your spine when they run their hand in the small of your back or 
even the way your heart flutters hearing their voice on the other side of the 
phone. It’s crazy isn’t it, how a single person can do so much. I have always 
imagined what it would be like to actually have someone all for myself, 
knowing that he loves me as much as I love him. Hearing his assuring voice, 
knowing that life would be so much easier with him by my side. And I know it 
in me, that someday I too will be lucky enough to have found love!

In Love



@ A D I T I _ K A U S H I V A

Flash Fiction
TELLING A STORY IN A FEW WORDS

B Y  A D I T I  K A U S H I VA

-  W R I T E R ' S  C O R N E R  -
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A few years ago, I published my first Ebook of flash fiction on Amazon Kindle 

called 26. These are twenty six stories, each written in just one day as part of a 

blogging challenge. And since then, I’ve fallen in love with this form of writing. But 

I’ll admit, I didn’t know of the term ‘flash fiction’ until just a few months before I 

started writing them.

So, let's start with the basic question.

What is flash fiction?
The exact definition may vary, but it is the modern term used for short stories, 

usually under 500 words. The key is, they still need to be complete stories in them-

selves, whatever the agreed word limit, be it 1500 or 300 words.

There are many writers who play with short stories; we’ve heard terms such as 

short-short stories, immediate fiction, sudden fiction, micro-fiction, the 100-word 

pieces, the 55-ers and the terribly tiny tales. These all come under the umbrella of 

flash fiction. But the best example of flash fiction, which uses the skill of brevity to 

a T, is Ernest Hemingway who gave us the six word story:

F O R  S A L E : 
B A B Y  S H O E S ,  N E V E R  W O R N

These short, swiftly written, and transient narratives can be as powerful as the 

complexly-constructed lines of drawn-out prose.

Why I love writing flash fiction?
I think my favourite part of this form of writing is the freedom it gives me to just 

let the pen flow, and jump right into the action of the story. I love how it takes 

off the pressure of time and commitment that the long form prose demands. My 

latest short story that I published on Instagram  titled ‘The Three Mistakes’ (below) 

took me 10minutes to write and was inspired by a cycling competition that took 

place on that day. 

https://www.amazon.com/26-Stories-Colours-Emotions-ebook/dp/B00SCS2P1O
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bl1EAV_jssv/


THE THREE MISTAKES (WORD LENGTH: 400 WORDS)

I was a late bloomer in the area of bike riding. It was only in my late twenties, when I took 

up a part time job as a food delivery guy, did I actually start to fall in love with cycling. 

During the evenings, I was in a rush to make it to hungry customers; pedalling faster and 

faster swishing through cars and passersby, the neon lights on my bike making me feel a 

bit of a superhero. 

But the days, the days were mine to relax; taking off my superhero costume, I would 

cruise around my neighborhood, stopping by for a friendly chat at the corner bike shop. I 

would love to talk shop with the guys there and sometimes even help them with bits and 

parts when they customized a bike for their customers. 

I was living my best life, when in a moment of weakness I bet the guys I was ready to 

race. Professional effing race!

I trained for months and then minutes before the registrations were to close, I hit enter.

And so this morning, armoured with a borrowed £2,000 carbon-fibre racing machine, I 

headed to the RideLondon-Surrey Classic, a 200km professional road cycle race through 

London & Surrey, with 150 cyclists from around the world competing. 

As I lie on my bed right now, curled up, alone and ashamed, I recount the three big 

mistakes I made.

I am not the superstitious kind, but early this morning as I loaded up on a breakfast of 

beef and creatine, I looked up my daily horoscope. "Do not leave the house this week", 

it read. "Sorry, but that's the one thing I can't do now, can I", I burst into a guffaw and 

carried about. Mistake one.

Actually the first mistake was when I had made the bet. Duh! So this was the second.

And the third, oh boy, the third perhaps you all saw! My face, red and howling, was 

captured by the crew of Surrey Live! 

The hardest thing when riding in competitions, is to keep going. And well, I did! Sweat 

dripping, hands shivering, I pedalled for two straight hours. And then I couldn't feel my 

legs. I must have blanked out, because as I opened my eyes I was being pulled away 

from the track by two kind riders. 

And that's when the tears started rolling and apparently so did the cameras!



Tips for writing flash fiction
I think every aspiring writer should take up writing flash fiction as it tests your creativity 

and also helps build the daily habit of writing. I am still learning and experimenting with 

this writing form, but here are few tips and tools that help me while attempting flash 

fiction:

1. START WITH A PROMPT OR MULTIPLE PROMPTS
A song, a picture, a phrase, a quote, or even an event/ national day could be your 

prompt. In the above example, a picture prompted the initial character and setting 

development. At the time I was writing the story, the husband was browsing the telly 

and he landed on BBC that was covering the Prudential Ride London event. So, my story 

went in that direction.

2. USE FEWER CHARACTERS
Focus on one or at most two characters in flash fiction.

With ‘The Three Mistakes’ I could have easily developed a dialogue, say between the 

bike shop guy with whom the protagonist placed a bet, or a witty comment or two from 

the bike riders who helped him at the track, or a TV commentator giving the punch line 

at the end. But, one doesn't have the space to fully develop personalities and bring out 

nuances of multiple characters in flash fiction, so I chose otherwise and kept the entire 

story around the protagonist. 

3. GO FOR A BIG ENDING
Flash fictions are big on finishing with a twist ending, or one that offer the readers 

with an emotional impact! Here’s a 55-er I wrote a while back:

His loud wails broke me from my deep slumber. I checked my watch; I was asleep only 

for 15 minutes! All had been taken care of - his feed, his diapers, his snuggly teddy.

And then I heard her sweet singing voice. 

Terrified, I ran to his room. 

His mother had died giving him birth.

You have the freedom to experiment, so play against expectations, and end with a 

compelling last sentence.



4. DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE WORD 
COUNT, UNTIL EDITING
As in any piece of writing, just begin writing 

and let it flow organically.

If you harp on the word count from the 

start, you’ll drive yourself crazy. So, let the 

momentum carry you forward. Once finished, 

you can cut down on redundant words, and 

sentences that don’t provide value to your 

central themes, to reach your desired length.

5. HAVE FUN WITH IT
There are really no rules to writing flash 

fiction. Yes, the word count matters but 

flash fiction offers a wide playing area, so 

have fun with it.

While, like in any story, one has to have 

a beginning, rising action, climax, and 

conclusion; in flash fiction you can play 

around with different voices, moods, settings, 

structure. You can start with the end, you can 

end with a twist, you can leave things unsaid - 

see, how much fun it can be! 

Your turn to write

If I have got you even a little excited about 

writing this form of fiction, why not give it 

a go yourself? And I know a great place you 

can start. Unread’s issue 12 had introduced 

us to Reedsy - a place where authors meet 

the best publishing professionals. They offer 

writing prompts over on their Instagram , so 

pick up a queue and get writing! 

https://e.issuu.com/embed.html#30838006/62872859
https://www.instagram.com/reedsy_hq/
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Sundays had become something of a ritual for Lina. She pulled down the 

cane blinds in an attempt to stop the scorching sun from turning the kitchen 

into a greenhouse. The old rusty fan was lethargically circulating the warm 

air,which was permeated with the smell of the tuna she had prepared so 

lovingly for her family. The kids had devoured it, bless them, they always 

had a huge appetite when they came back from the sea! After lunch they 

had gone to play with their neighbours whilst Joe, her husband, was taking 

his beloved siesta. Taking a deep breathe, Lina took this opportunity of rare 

solitude to catch up on her lace work as she sat down in her favourite arm 

chair, tired but content with this life she was blessed with.

 

Sundays had turned into something of a ritual for Joe. Despite the heat 

and his old age, ever since his wife’s admission in the rest house, he never 

skipped his weekly visit. That Sunday as he walked into her room he caught 

a glimpse of her shadow on the wall. For a fleeting moment when seeing 

that slender figure and hair pulled up into that high bun, he half-expected 

to see his young beautiful wife resting after having prepared one of her 

sumptuous Sunday lunches. Instead the smell of the medical disinfectant 

hit him like a slap in the face. He inched closer to her armchair where she 

sat; lace in hand and glazy stare. As a tear rolled down his weathered cheek, 

he thanked God that in whichever world her Alzheimer had taken her that 

afternoon she looked serene and content. And even though he missed her 

dearly, knowing her at peace was enough for him.



-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

B Y  R A J E S H WA R I  G U H A

"Animal Farm"
T E R R O R S  O F  C O M M U N I S M  I N

Eric Blair, popularly known as George 

Orwell, was a British political novelist 

whose criticisms of political oppression 

propelled him into notability towards 

the middle of the twentieth century.

“Animal Farm” is a dystopian novel, 

written in 1984, which attacks the idea 

of totalitarian communism by portraying 

a harrowing illustration of a world in 

which personal liberty is absent.

A fictional story in the form of ‘Aesop’s 

fables’, it uses animals on an English 

farm to tell us the history of Soviet 

Communism. Certain animals are based 

directly on Communist party leaders: 

the pigs Napoleon and Snowball, for 

example, are figurations of Joseph Stain 

and Leon Trotsky, respectively.

In both the historical and fictional cases, 

the utopian and less powerful figure 

(Trotsky and Snowball) is driven out



“Terrorism has replaced Communism as the rationale 
for the militarization of the country, for military 

adventures of civil liberties at home. It serves the 
same purpose, serving to create hysteria.’

-Howard Zinn

from the revolutionary state (the Manor farm) by 

the violent and pernicious usurper of power (Stalin 

and Napoleon). The purges and trial with which 

Stalin liquidated his enemies and strengthened his 

political base finds expression in “Animal Farm” as 

the false confessions and executions of animals 

whom Napoleon distrust following the collapse of 

the windmill. Stalin’s tyrannical regime and eventual 

abandonment of the founding principles of the 

Russian Revolution are represented by the pig’s 

preference to an oppressive government and the 

adoption of human traits and behaviours- the ploy of 

their original despots.

In chapter 3, Orwell says “...milk and windfall apples should be reserved for pigs alone”. 

Whereas, communism claims to give every individual equal opportunities and equal reward, 

although the pigs on the farm seem to already be given perks. Another citing suggesting 

inequality is where the pigs introduce a new commandment saying,“All animals are equal. But 

some animals are more equal than others.”

Orwell strongly believed in socialist ideas, although he felt that the Soviet Union realised these 

ideals in a horribly perverse way. In his novella, Orwell depicts the corruption of Animalist 

ideas with the most powerful ironies. “Animal Farm” doesn’t serve to condemn tyranny or 

despotism as to indict the hypocrisy of autocrats that base themselves on the ideologies 

of liberation and equality. The gradual disintegration of the Seven Commandments depicts 

this hypocrisy with vivid force, as does Squealer’s philosophical justifications for the pig’s 

unprincipled actions.

Thus, the novella critiques the terror of the Stalinist regime against the human beings it ruled, 

and also points to Soviet communism’s brutality against human logic, language, and ideals.



-  A D V I C E  -

WORDS TO HEAL:
EPISODE SIX
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"DON'T STAY WHERE YOU ARE NEEDED. 
GO WHERE YOU ARE LOVED"

- Lang Leav

https://www.instagram.com/rimshascorner
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There are times when you cannot get 
over the thought that you are nothing but 
something that needs to be fixed.

There are times when you feel so alone 
and betrayed, feeling as though no one 
loves you the way you want to be loved. 
There are moments you feel that after all 
this time, you don't have a single being to 
rely upon. 

These feelings are universal. Every one has 
felt this way somewhere along the line. 

Just because a person is surrounded by so 
many people, doesn't mean they are loved.
Similarly, just because someone seems 
alone, it doesn't mean they are not loved. 

Being loved and feeling it, is important and 
it is one of the most complex situations 
that you will ever experience. 

Before you feel the need for someone 
else’s love; try being the love you never 
received. Try being the love you always 
wanted to have. Try caring for others, the 
way you want others to care about you. 

It is when you find everything you need in 
yourself, that love will grow inside you for 
yourself. It is then you will know where to 
stay and where not to,

Because it is then you will understand the 
true meaning of being loved.
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My artist’s 
way with 

Julia Cameron

-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

B Y  R O S S I T Z A



One of my most dominant childhood 

memories will always be seeing my 

mother read something, whether it 

was newspapers, books or educational 

material. For a mother of three this was 

no minor achievement, but she held up 

the habit and is still an avid reader today.

Thanks to her, I always had shelves and 

shelves of books to choose from. This 

is how I know that the book “The Artist’s 

Way” by Julia Cameron had been in our 

home for over fifteen years before I 

picked it up and read it. I guess its time 

had finally come last year.

It is indeed a little over a year ago that I 

read it and followed the twelve chapters 

over twelve weeks, when my son was 

only a few months old. I was struggling 

with severe sleep deprivation at the 

time, up until the point where I couldn’t 

fall asleep although I was dead tired, 

even if my mother or my husband were 

out with the baby for a few hours. It’s 

needless to say that this situation made 

me a quite grumpy housemate. It was 

yet again my mother who saved me with 

this book that would give me a change of 

perspective and lift up my spirits through 

creative assignments.

The book itself is structured like a course, 

divided into twelve chapters that are 

meant to be covered over twelve weeks. 

Each chapter is like a spiritual journey 



"Do you know how old I will be by the 
time I have mastered playing the piano?" 
Her answer was simple. "Exactly as old 

as if you had never started."

back to one’s own creativity and reads very much like a pep talk, in the best way. At the end 

of each chapter there are usually ten homework assignments for opening up to your inner 

artist and treating yourself better. They are about doing the things you love, or even finding 

out what you like in the first place. Sometimes they can be exhausting or painful when you 

need to dive into your own past and childhood, but every single one of them feels like your 

brain, heart and creative self, swell and expand. To me, it felt like I was being let out of a self-

imposed cage.

There were small and simple tasks like buying an interiors magazine and cutting out the 

pretty pictures,but they felt so fresh and exciting to me because I had restricted my daily life 

to getting stuff done that was more serious and important. Suddenly it felt exhilarating to 

walk around my apartment and look at all the stuff I could change or de-clutter because it 

was part of the assignments. Unexpectedly, I discovered a passion for home design as well. 

Our home looks so much better now because of it, just because I de-cluttered and freed 

myself of so many things and started being more aware.

One of the many memorable and inspiring quotes I come back to regularly is the answer to 

a question someone asked her in one of her courses.

This resonated with me, because I felt very remorseful during the twelve weeks and at times 

even silly for not giving myself the permission to pursue creative writing further when I first 

discovered my passion for it as a teenager fifteen years ago. Although I had written several 

short stories during the years and even had one of them published in 2012, it wasn’t until 

2016 that I started a blog and, ultimately, started writing regularly only last year.



Her approach to life 
and creativity is that 
there is always an 
action - no matter 
how small it might 
seem - that we can 
take every day to 
be creative and to 
advance our skills 

and dreams.

Of course, you can use the tools she 

offers in the book but you don’t have 

to. The morning pages are only one 

powerful tool, but so are positive 

affirmations, mantras or the creative 

contract with yourself.

Even now, I come back to “The Artist’s 

Way” from time to time and read 

through my favourite and underlined 

passages. It is like an encouraging 

friend that tells you what you need to 

hear even if no one is around. It has 

helped me allow myself to take the 

time, even if only for a few minutes 

per week, for my creativity and my 

creative hopes and dreams. It jump 

started my writing again and I have 

written more short stories, blog 

posts and later on also articles for 

the Unread Magazine in the last year 

than I have written in my entire life 

before. Independent of the quality of 

my writing, it is the joy and dreaming 

up words and texts that has helped 

me anchor myself in my daily life again 

and be a more balanced wife, mother 

and human being.

Julia Cameron might have written “The 

Artist’s Way” and subsequent books 

in the early 1990’s but they are as 

relevant and valid today as ever. This 

would be the book I recommend to 

anyone, creative artist or not.
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Do We Have 
'all the time'?

In my life, I have come across quite a number of people (and I myself am guilty 

of this sometimes) who complain that they have lots of ‘free’ time and are 

looking out for something that can serve as a ‘time pass’. Sometimes, we end 

up killing time. There is no such thing as ‘free’ time. Every moment of our lives 

come with a price tag. No amount of money can bring it back. Nobody can 

guarantee the time left in our lives. 

Each morning brings us 24 hours, regardless of who we are. Only we are 

capable of deciding whether to ‘make’ or ‘break’ that time, only we decide 

whether we do something useful with it.

I’m not against leisure or relaxation. No. That itself is another essential 

component of our lives. We are neither robots nor angels. We need breaks 

to clear up the fog and allow us to see things with clarity. But then, it can be 

difficult for some to actually use their time wisely and find genuine things to do. 

The problem is with our perceptions – how we see things and how good we 

are at procrastinating. We lie to ourselves when we say, ‘there’s still time’ 

when delaying a task – yes, the deadline may not be tomorrow, but is that a 

reasonable excuse to waste today? With all this being said, should we still insist 

on taking the time to do utterly useless things, most of the time? 

Couldn’t we just use that extra time to do a little more with our existence? 

Should we watch movie after movie, or re-watch the same shows – allowing 

time to fly by without bringing ourselves any real good? 
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It is not just right for us to wait for someone to come and wake us up from the 

slumber we are in. We need to do something beneficial for ourselves and the 

rest of the world. We are never too young or never too old to help someone in 

need, to volunteer, lend a helping hand, read something or watch videos that 

inspire or educate. 

Figure out what you are truly interested in and make a hobby out of it. You 

never know what or when your skills will come in handy. If you are a passionate 

writer, find a platform to express it. If you can paint, go explore the colours. 

You can even find an online course that suits your interest and see where that 

takes you. Rekindle your long-lost friendships or take the time to call your 

parents and tell them you love them. 

In an ideal world, you are either doing something, have just finished doing 

something or are about to begin the next task. Yes, that may not always be the 

case everyday but it’s worth a try, right? 

James Altucher says in his book; ‘Reinvent yourself… life is a billion times 

smaller than the point of a needle. Don’t waste it doing things you were told to 

do. Do the things you love to do.’

Don’t lead lives without a purpose. Don’t just exist for no reason. Do things that 

will inspire the generations to come. 

And like Henry Rollins once said, “No such thing as spare time, no such thing as 

free time, no such thing as down time – all you got is life time. Go.”

A L I C E :  H O W  L O N G  I S  F O R E V E R ?

W H I T E  R A B B I T :  S O M E T I M E S ,

J U S T  O N E  S E C O N D .

-  L E W I S  C A R R O L



-  E D U C A T I O N   -

B Y  E L I F

STUDENT TIPS



1. Do what you love
I have said this several times, in different articles. Do what you love. If you don’t want to be 

an engineer, don’t study to be an engineer. Make sure there is a balance between what you 

want to do and what you can do. 

For example, I had good results in biology, but I did not like studying it. When I had to 

make a choice, I considered continue studying in the medical sector, just because I was 

good at biology. But I did not enjoy the subject and without it, I knew medicine would not 

be possible. 

Find something that is feasible for you and something you want to do. Make sure you are 

interested in what you are studying. It is normal to HAVE TO study a few modules against 

your will, but if you go to school every day without enthusiasm, then you must question 

yourself.

2. Don’t compare yourself to others
I think this tip is one of the most important tips. Especially during exam periods, students 

always tend to compare themselves with other classmates. Sometimes there is a kind of 

competition between students. Who will be the first to finish studying? Who will receive the 

silver medal? Who gets the bronze medal?

I experienced. Classmates would send me a message on WhatsApp almost every hour, 

asking me what chapter I was working on. I did not understand why they asked me this 

question. Everyone has their own rhythm. I am a person who studies slowly. I give time 

to every detail. I try to study nothing without understanding. I repeat. Just because my 

Enjoy your student life, because it will be the best times of your 
life – I think every student has heard this once. I really believe 
that us students are very lucky, but I admit, student life can be 
hard. Sleepless nights, stress, exams, deadlines – it can make 

things a little difficult. But, no panic! The following 5 tips will help 
you to be successful at school while enjoying your student life.



classmate finishes studying earlier than me, does not mean she is better than me. So, don’t 

compare yourself to others. You have your own rhythm. You have your own study method. 

You’re different.

3. Manage your time
Don’t leave everything till the day before your deadline. Start on time. Make a schedule. 

What day are you going to study for that module? When are you going to write that essay? 

When will you start? When will you make time to do something with family/friends? I know 

that you can’t plan every day 100% in advance – unexpected things always happen. Family 

might visit when you’re just getting into revision, which can get in the way and impact your 

motivation. Planning will always give you certainty. Knowing what to do at what time is a 

good feeling and can reduce stress.

4. Don’t limit your studies to the lessons and 
question everything

Whichever job you choose, you will always have to keep learning. Learning does not stop 

when you have your degree/diploma. What you hear at school is not the only important 

information. Yes, it contains the necessary and most essential bits, but it is much more 

than that. Go to the library. Read an extra book about that one topic that your teacher told 

you about. Watch documentaries. Don’t just learn at school. The more you learn, the more 

powerful you become.

5. Relax 
Without making time for yourself, you will not make it. Yes, working for school takes a lot of 

time. But it doesn’t mean that we must forget ourselves between all the deadlines. What 

gives you peace? What makes you happy? Find an answer to these questions and go for it. 

This is also part of the process. It is unprofitable to study for hours without stopping. Your 

brain is tired and needs rest. Don’t forget to relax regularly.
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A SHORT 
SELF-CONFIDENCE 
REMINDER

As little children we were all fascinated by our own reflections. If you observe babies 

for a period of time with mirrors, you will realise they are completely   and utterly 

mind blown that they are looking back at themselves. They laugh, look back at you 

and point – they are in awe of their reflections. It is by far one of the purest, cutest 

moments.

However, one has to wonder when we stopped looking at ourselves in awe? At what 

point did that all change? 

The rise of social media and the pressure that people feel to be online, to stay 

current and relevant is a suspected driving force. It is inevitable that there are times 

were people feel insecure. Insecure about a range of aspects of life; beauty, lifestyle, 

money and how one may present those aspects of their life. 

Focusing more on the beauty and therefore self confidence in this generation is 

an area that has evolved and changed. When you are constantly scrolling through 

Instagram and Twitter and seeing ‘fleeky’ eyebrows and ‘popping’ highlighters –the 

constant exposure to such ‘perfections’ can have damaging impact on an individual. 



Whether or not we acknowledge that, subconsciously it has an effect on us.Though it is true 

that social media is not always a true presentation of reality and individuals show the best 

of themselves and you never see the difficult times– one cannot help how they feel and may 

react to certain things.

One thing that we have to learn and practice (because it doesn’t always come easy) is truly 

loving and acceptance of yourself as you are – which is a journey. There is no way you can 

question yourself if you are already happy, content and fulfilled with the way you are.

You must realise that the amount of Instagram likes and Twitter retweets you get on a 

picture does not in any way shape or form define who you are. No number of ‘likes’ will ever 

define you –for you are special, you are unique, you are one in a billion and you are whole. 

Therefore, don’t let anyone else tell you otherwise or try to belittle you. 

The bridge between how one thinks they look like and how they actually look like is a bridge 

one must cross alone – no amount of “you are beautifuls” can make one believe it if they do 

not believe it themselves.

As a society, we must acknowledge that there is a big issue in self-confidence across the 

board, and so must have a way to help individuals with low self-esteem break out of that 

shell. We need to show people how they can tackle this in a healthy way without being self-

depicting. 

We must realise that family and friends help build self-esteem and confidence - a loyal and 

strong team can help anyone through everything. 

The media and the way they present certain figures has a great role to play. Sometimes, 

instead of focusing on a woman’s skills, the media ends up focusing on what she is wearing 

and how she looks – making it seem like that is all it is about – when it’s not. We need 

better celebrities for individuals to look up to. We need to teach people that there are 

more to figures than what they look like – this kind of thinking will help build our younger 

generations’ self-esteem and self-confidence. 

Once you have self confidence in place, everything else falls into place too, because you 

feel whole and there is no self-doubt - you feel like you can do it all, which you can. It takes 

time, it takes practice and it is a journey- but it will be a journey that you will be grateful to 

yourself for.
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Seven Apps to 
Improve your 
Instagram
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Seven Apps to Improve your InstagramHave you ever been browsing Instagram when you come 

across an amazing account and think to yourself, ‘I could never make mine as good as that’…? 

Their pictures were brilliant quality and the editing was on point. They always seemed to have 

peak engagement and the aesthetic of each post on their feed blended together seamlessly. 

With a few trusty apps you can organise and improve your own Instagram account and watch 

your quality boost. It’s not something that is out of your reach because you’re not a professional 

photographer, editor or social media manager.

These apps are all free and available on iOs.

1. VSCO: This is a great editing app which has some extremely useful tools to help you 

adjust and improve the brightness, contrast and sharpness of your pictures. These simple adap-

tations can vastly enhance the quality of your pictures and make them stand out a lot more when 

your followers are scrolling.

Android | Apple

2. Pixlr: This is another app for editing your pictures, but this one is great especially if you 

want to try some different effects to add overlays and texture to your pictures. This is important 

if you want to go for a particular look and try having an easily recognisable theme or branding 

image.

Android | Apple

3. Crowdfire: This app can help you discover new content which is relevant to you 

based on an interest you select. You can also link other social media accounts with this app, in 

particular Twitter. You are also able to link a blog or website and schedule social media posts 

about pieces from your blog which is useful if your Instagram and blog are related.

Android | Apple

4. Feedr: This is one of my personal favourites. When I was trying to maintain a theme 

on my Instagram feed I kept failing miserably because every time I thought a post would go well 

with the others, I found that I was completely off. This app lets you preview a number of potential 

pictures to see how they would look on your feed. You can see the overview before you make 

that commitment and publish a post!

Apple

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vsco.cam&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/vsco/id588013838?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pixlr.express&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/pixlr-photo-collages-effect/id526783584?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.justunfollow.android&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/crowdfire/id528626975?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/feedr-preview-your-instagram-feed/id1217137670?mt=8
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5. Later: This is a great app with the sole purpose of helping you schedule and manage 

your Instagram posts. It is specifically for Business Profiles but if you don’t have one of those, it 

is very easy to set up on the main Instagram app. This is perfect for those busy days when you 

want to keep up to date with your posting but don’t have the time, you can just plan ahead.

Android | Apple

6. Hyperlapse: If you ever want to spice up your posts and try something different 

to catch the attention of your followers, give this app a try! It helps you create time lapse videos 

and you can also alter the speed of the time lapse and edit within this app. An added bonus is 

that you can easily share what you created to Instagram directly.

Android | Apple

7. Layout: For those occasions when you need to have more than one picture dis-

played together in a post, this app is ideal for making neat and presentable collages. When these 

are done tastefully they can really catch the eye of your audience.

Android | Apple

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=me.latergram.latergramme&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/later/id784907999?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microsoft.hyperlapsemobile&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hyperlapse-from-instagram/id740146917?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.instagram.layout&hl=en_GB
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/layout-from-instagram/id967351793?mt=8
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A Sunset Between 
Kabul & Syhlet 

B Y  S E L E N A

-  S H O R T  S T O R Y  -
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“ S O M E T H I N G  L I K E  T H E  T A I L  E N D 
O F  A  S A D  D R E A M ,  A L W A Y S  S W E P T 

T H R O U G H  H I M  W H E N E V E R  H E  H E A R D 
T H E  J I N G L I N G ,  S U R P R I S I N G  H I M 
E A C H  T I M E  L I K E  A N  U N E X P E C T -
E D  G U S T  O F  W I N D .  B U T  T H E N  I T 
P A S S E D ,  L I K E  A L L  T H I N G S  D O . ” 

- And the Mountains Echoed, Khaled Hossieni 

Summer 1970
Mum beat the fresh dough every morning and cooked it over a small fire pit 

she dug herself, she would crouch down below knee level, her shoulders 

leaning forward and her golden bangles dancing every time her hands struck 

the dough. Once it was finally cooked into a fresh piece of pita bread, mum 

would dunk it into a cup of tea and feed me it. 

The tea would sometimes drop onto my chin, mum would wipe it off with her 

dry and cracked fingers. She remained in a crouched down position as she fed 

me, smiling every time I opened my mouth for another bite. 

“Amma, I have to go I’m going to run the kite soon.” 

Mum fed me a glass cold of water whilst she wiped my face with the tail of her 

linen headscarf. Abdullah, from a few houses down, waited for me at the end of 

the road, both of his feet stood wide apart, ready to pounce off into the chaotic 

and dusty roads of Sylhet. Abdullah was a chubby boy, with golden curls and 

dark brown eyes against his tan skin, he had a joyful smile, so much so it would 

of have been hard to believe that he was suffering from the poverty of most 

Bengali kids. 

We ran as fast as we could, our straw sandals grasping onto our feet. 

We ran and ran, the wind making us feel invisible. Abdullah laughed and smiled 

as our gold kite sprung into the sky, I grasped onto the kite line whilst Abdullah 

held the bundle guiding me every step of the way.
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 I stared at the sky in complete silence watching the other kites compete and 

swarm the perfect, clear sky. Different colours and different patterns danced 

before my eyes. Every person who struck the kite line had a different set of 

emotions across their face. Some were on the verge of tears whilst others 

silently muttered a prayer; “Allahumma Barik.” This was only a glimpse of the 

preparations for the annual Kite Running contest in Bangladesh. 

Fall 2018, 
Fourty Eight years later

After what has felt like a life time in Sylhet and Kabul, I am sat on the porch of 

my house smoking a cigarette and drinking tea like the one mum once made. 

Occasionally I thought about Abdullah and the way we would fly our kite in the 

streets of Sylhet. I wonder what he would be doing all these years later. I also 

thought about the lonely days of flying my kite in Kabul, as I dreamt about my 

life in Bangladesh.  Just like the way my kite fluttered into the sky, so did my 

hope. 

Some days were full of highs and others were full of lows. Happiness isn’t 

guaranteed in a temporary world, but with faith and the belief that good times 

will come there is always a chance of reuniting with the souls that once made 

you laugh. 

“Ibrahim your pitta bread is ready.” 

To be continued… 
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For all those times I may have failed to express what I mean or 
feel, for all those beautiful stories in my head and even more 
beautiful people in my heart, for all the words I forgot to say, 

here’s to you these words I write.

To The Girls

To the girls

- Unsaid -

~ Faiza Abdul Aziz

I don’t really remember how or when things changed from being a part of so many 

friendship circles in high school to sitting alone at the end of the corridor hoping to go 

unnoticed. I don’t remember why pencil sketching and me-time replaced hours on the 

phone and party-time. I don’t remember when being alone became the time I felt the 

least lonely. 

https://fayeveryday.wixsite.com/website
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If you have anything unsaid to someone and think 
that you might want to say it now, please send it to 

unreadmagazine@gmail.com.

What I do remember is that breezy afternoon, I was sitting on the bench outside, 

people-watching, when it really dawned on me - I whispered to myself, you have no 

friends. The breeze, I remember the breeze. It had given me chills.

That was two years back. Things have changed now, right? I call you people my 

friends. Friends. We tell each other secrets, we gossip, we share food, we laugh 

for nothing, we laugh at each other, we back each other up, we sulk over papers, 

together, this is what friends do right? Wow, this is so cool.

I don’t know what I was expecting university to be like. Whatever it was, I can tell you 

that my expectations weren’t this high. I didn’t think I’d find people who I’d start calling 

my best friends in a span of just four months. I didn’t think I’d find people who I would 

tell anything and everything to. People who would bunk with me and binge with me. 

But here we are.

I am not going to say that we’ll be best friends forever, because I’ve said that and 

heard that before. I won’t say that we’ll always be in touch, because that too has been 

said and heard. I won’t say that we won’t have fallouts because I’m very sure we will.

What I will say is that no matter what happens, I will never regret anything with the 

two of you. I will never turn my backs on you if you need me. No matter how much 

you lie to me or how much I lie to you, I will never forget that you people were there 

when I felt that my whole life was a lie. I won’t forget what it felt like when, after a very 

long time, I had someone to talk to when I needed to. And for that, I promise the both 

of you, I’ll be there when you need me.

P.S: Thank you for the pizza.
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B Y  Q U D S I Y A

“Go, she whispered. Go. Show them you spell 
your name W-O-M-A-N.” 

- Maya Angelou, Mom & Me & Mom

For My Mothers.
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My Truth 
Who do you want to be like when you grow up? My mum.

Who is your hero? My mum.

Who inspires you every day? My mum. 

As a Muslim, I was taught to love my mum not once but three times. But 

Muslim or not, the love a child has for their mother knows no bounds 

and certainly goes beyond the count of three. The relationship I have 

with my own mum is an indescribable one. It is both constant and ever-

growing, it is effortless in many ways but also completely wholesome, and 

it’s something I value so much but still don’t appreciate enough (I guess it 

wasn’t as indescribable as I thought). 

The O ther Truth 
Who do you want to be like when you grow up? Silence.

Who is your hero? Silence.

Who inspires you every day? Silence.

Unfortunately, this isn’t always the case. Warzones, borders and refugee 

camps are an exponential source of pain, death and trauma. It’s not 

simply just people dying and mortality rates increasing. It’s a family being 

torn apart, it’s children dying before they’ve left their mother’s hands 

and it’s mothers dying before her child has left her womb. You and I can 

both acknowledge that there is suffering everywhere and certainly there’s 

injustice encompassing it. And when we come across news or pictures of 

this suffering we tend to flinch. We’ve not just become desensitised to it 

but taken upon a defeatist attitude, myself included. 

Can I even do anything? Will I make a difference? What’s one person going 

to do? 

Yes. Yes. A million times YES. 
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You aren’t the only one who 
thinks like this and if all of 
these “one person” people came 
toge ther, can you imagine the 

impac t we could create?

The Reality 
I attended an event by the charity, Islamic Help, who spoke about their 

Birth Campaign, which aims to help Syrian mothers and babies. Amongst 

the tragedies happening in Syria right now are the pregnant mothers 

who are severely at risk because of the lack of proper medical aid. They’re 

being made to give birth on side roads with poor sanitation and poorly 

trained workers with a huge deficit of equipment and medicines. Hearing 

stories about the pain and trauma these mothers are going through 

genuinely brought me to tears. 

Pregnancy is a huge trauma on its own but when you add everything I've 

just mentioned to the process, it can literally be life-threatening. 

Our mothers are our heroes and all of these soon-to-be mothers are 

fighting their battles and it's our responsibility to help them through and 

bring them the honour of this title that they truly deserve. 

I don't want to throw statistics at you because we're all somewhat aware 

of the scale of this problem. Instead, I want you to just imagine and zoom 

into a single family; any donation you make, be it £2 or £1, will make the 

biggest difference to their lives. It might be the difference that gets them 

one more day of post-natal care, enough for their baby girl/ boy to survive. 
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GOFUNDME

It will be because of you that a mother will get to hold her baby in her arms and not just to 

say goodbye. It will be because of you that a mother will be able to hear the sweet sound of 

her child calling out “mama” for the first time. It will be because of you that a husband and a 

wife will get to share their love for their child without compromising on food and healthcare 

for him/her. 

I will link the GoFundMe page I’ve set up to raise money for this campaign below and I truly 

hope my words have helped you realise that even the smallest of gestures can make the 

biggest difference to someone’s life who may have had nothing to begin with.

https://www.gofundme.com/supporting-syrian-mothers-amp-babies
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• Book One complete at 77,390 words 

• Submitted to Literary Agents - one rejection received

Last week I achieved two of my dreams; I completed my book which made me so proud 

and then I submitted it to a selection of carefully chosen Literary Agents.  

The past few months have truly been a struggle during the editing process. In April I was 

diagnosed with a large kidney stone and severe kidney infection which hospitalised me 

requiring an operation. This was just the kick of perspective that I needed to make me 

realise that life is just to short. It took me three weeks to recover and get back into work 

with my day job as a teacher, but about a month after falling ill, I was ready to make a go 

of getting on with my editing. 

Every night I would sit with my laptop and go through each page making changes. It 

was a slow process and quite frankly depressing. Then I heard about #pitchwars from 

a writer friend and as the submission dates tied in with my personal deadline that I had 

set for the end of August, I knew that I needed this to ramp up my progress. So I decided 

to print off my book to edit it with pen and maybe it’s the teacher in me, because I wish 

I had done this from the outset. Editing with a hard copy of your book ensures that you 

can literally and metaphorically ‘dot the i’s and cross the t’s’. I edited my book quickly and 

efficiently around family life. The final piece was making the changes to my e-version, 

which was done in a few hours. I was so proud to complete my book and know that the 

story that I have had in my head for fourteen years is written and out there. 

It turns out that writing the book was the easy bit, now it’s down to waiting. The same 

night that I completed the book, I submitted it to a handful of Literary Agents requesting 

YA fiction. Before I got to this stage, I had been through many different websites and 

chosen those agents, who I felt would fully understand my idea and my plan for the six-

book series. I created a table in Word with the name of the particular agent (if there was 

one), their submission guidelines, with another section for submission date and date of 

a reply if received. This really helped me to narrow my thoughts and stay focused on the 

night that I then submitted.  

Current Status:
BOOK ONE COMPLETE 

Great tip! 



Great tip! 

I have received one rejection already which was a weird feeling as it made me think ‘it’s out there’ 

rather than ‘it’s rubbish’. Positivity is the centre to this whole process I have decided.  

After that, I submitted my application to #pitchwars in the hope that I may find a Mentor to help me 

develop Book One of my story even further. I should hear from them in October.

So my next steps plan was going to be to have a month off writing and then begin on Book Two. 

However it turns out that I am a little bit addicted to writing and can’t stop thinking about it, which 

my Mum said is “The sign of a writer,” which made me smile. So to have a ‘break’ from writing a novel, 

I am going to write a TV series screenplay that I’m super excited about. This is a whole new skill to 

learn so I’ve been reading up on it already.  Of course, I’m also checking my emails four times a day to 

see if a Literary Agent contacts me asking for more of Book One to read. 

My friends and family have been such a rock for me this past year. One thing that can’t be forgotten 

is the unbelievable support of my fiancée in all of this.  He has believed in me and given me the 

breathing space to complete my book and I am so grateful. Book One has been dedicated in full 

to him; my love and my best friend. We are a team and I won’t be able to see this dream through 

without him. 

So here I am, all hopes laid bare. 

S.D.Donlevy
@s_d_donlevy
#Followmystory

https://www.instagram.com/s_d_donlevy
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